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YOUNG WILD WEST LOST ON THE DESERT
OR, IBE LUCK A SAND STORM BROUGHT
By AN OLD 1COUT

,.,

CHAPTER I.-A Grewsome Finti on the Desert.
Young Wild West, the well-known boy hero
and Champion Deadshot of the West, and the
companions who traveled with him on his adventurous trips through the· wildest parts of the
West, came to a halt one day at noon, in the
month of February, in a broad canyon that was
about as desolate as it could be. The party had
struck out from Globe to make a straight cut to
Tombstone, and had come to a part of the country they had never before visited. At the_ time
of which we write, Arizona, as well as the biggest
part of the region known as. ~he "Wild West," was
in a much less settled condition than at the present time. This meant that all sorts of characters
were to be met with, many of them being lawless
in the extreme. But that was one reason why
Young Wild West liked to visit such places. He
made it a point to do all he could to help along
civilization, and his natural love for adventure
led him into many thrilling escapades, while the
good he did aided materially. With the young
deadshot were his companions, as has already
been stated. For the benefit of those who have
not been following closely the adventures of
Young Wild West, we will state that the "com~ anions" consisted of Arietta Murdock, the young
·.,o:eadshot's golden-haired sweetheart; Cheyenne
Charlie and· his wife Anna; Jim Dart and his
sweetheart, Eloise Gardner, and two Chinese servants named Hop Wah and Wing Wah, who were
brothers, looking much alike, but vastly different
in other ways.
"The 'Land of Dead Things,' eh, Wild?" Arietta
observed, as she stopped her cream-white broncho
close to the boy's sorrel stallion, Spitfire, and
looked. at the desolate scene before them.
"I reckon so, little girl," was the reply. "Rather
strange that we never happened along this way
before. But I made up my mind to see how
straight a course we could keep and fetch out
somewhere near Tombstone. I reckon we are not
our starting place
half way there yet, counting
9
Globe."
"A little over a hundred miles in a straight line,
I think you said, Wild," the girl answered.
"Yes, that's right, Et. And pretty rough traveling, too. That's the way we p.ave found it so
far, anyway. We were in the saddle nearly all

day yesterday, and we certainly have been on the
move all the time since eight o'clock this morning. Well, we may as well take a rest for a
couple of hours, and as far as I can see this will
be just as good a place as any."
As the young deadshot said this he slipped
from the back of Spitfire and walked over to a big
rock a few yards away and sat down. This was
·
the signal for the rest to dismount. •
"Um pack-horses allee samee velly muche.l .
tired, Misler Wild," Hop said, as he looked at the
boy questioningly.
"All right," was the reply. "Unload them and
give them a chance to rest. They have climbed
some pretty good hills this morning, and though
they haven't been off a walk more than once or
twice, they have had a tough time of it. I reckon
they need a rest as well as any of us."
"Allee light, Misler Wild," and the Chinaman
at once proceeded to relieve the two pack-horsces
that carried their camping outfit and supplies, hi
brother Wing assisting him. Cheyenne Charlie,
whose age exceeded that of the two boys by ten
years, looked up the canyon in silence for a moment, and the~odding to the young deac!shot,
said:
"Everything looks putty dry, don't it, Wild?"
"That's right, Charlie. There's a water-course
runnin' through here, but just now it's a's dry as
·
a match-box."
"It's a good thing we've got enough water with
us to last till tomorrow, then. I've sorter got an
idea that we won't strike none today."
"Possibly we may by tonight. We'll continue
on due south, for the canyon seems to run directly that way. The high mountains below us
certainly must have a few streams running down.
We'll find them all right, Charlie."
"Most likely," and the scout nodded, showing
that he put great faith in what his dashing young
leader said.
The horses were led under an overhanging
ledge out of the sun, and there they stood apparently contented, though there was nothing
anywhere about in the way of anything green
that they might pick up. While Wing Wah was
making preparations for the noonday meal,
Young Wild West arose from the rock and, nodding to his sweetheart, said:
"Let's take a walk over to that bi.a rock, Et.
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If we climb to the top of it we'll have a better

man, and the two Chinamen could not help hearview of what lies beyon<l."
ing what she s<tid.
"All right, Wild," and the girl nodded, show"Poor Melican man allee samee die wi1en he
ing how pleased she was to accompany him.
havee no water to dlink. Misler Vl'il<l," the ChinaThe two walked over to the rocks, and just as man said, shi•k ing his head soberly. "Velly bad
they were about to look for a way to descend to place alound !ere. so be."
the top of it, they saw something lying upon the
Then he waved his hand at the desolate surg 1·ound a short di stance away that caused them roundings, and promptly started in to dig a shalboth to start violently.
low grave. As there was nothing but sand there, "Oh, my!" exclaimed Arietta, "a dead man, it was easy di G;ging, and while he was at it
Wild?"
Cheyenne Charlie felt in the pocketi:; of the dead
"I reckon you're right, little girl," the young man and took from them a jack-knife, a few butdeadshot answered, in his cool and easy way. "It tons, a hank of stout twine, a small piece of plug
gave me quite a start, I'll admit, but such sights tobacco, and a very flat pocketbook. That was all
are very often met with. · We'll investigate this. there was, and when th!! pocketbook wa s opened
Just call Charlie and Jim."
it was found to be empty.
The girl promptly did as directed, and the two
"Dead broke. too!" exclaimed the scout. "'.Yell,
partners of Young Wild West hastened to the we don't want the e things, so we may as well
spot. When they got there our hem was bending · bury 'em with him."
over the silent form that lay stretched upon the
Jim Dart picked up the knapsack. There was
ground in a little hollow. He had made the quick something in it, and when he opened it and
discovery that the man had died but recently, for turned it upside down, out came probably two
tt1e body had not begun to stiffen.
handful s of nuggets. Young Wild West and his
"Boys," he said, looking up as Charlie and partners quickly examined the nuggets, and, exJim reached the spot and were looking much sur- perienced as they were in such things, they repri sed, "here's a poor fellow who has just cashed alized instantly that the gold was almo iit virgin.
in his chips. Too bad we couldn't have got here
"Great gimlet s !" Cheyenne Charl;e exclaimed,
a little sooner. We might have saved him Every- his eyes dilatirg. "I wonder where the poor felthing indicates that he perished from hunger and ler got this stuff? Why, if a feller could strike
thirst."
the place where it come from, an' there was any
"Great gimlets !" the scout exclaimed. "Ifs too more there, he sartinly would git rich in about
bad. Wild. The poor feller must have had · a, three hours. I ain't seen anything better than
mighty hard time of it. There's his water-jug that since we struck that little lod<' about two
layin' there broke to pieces. Sorter looks as if years ago, Wild."
"This certainly is the real stuff," the young
he might have broke it when he didn't know jest
what he was doin', thinkin', maybe, that he might deadshot retorted. "Too bad it did the poor felgit a drop or two of water from the inside. lo\\· no good. It looks as if he struck it rich somewhere, and running out of provisions, he set out
Mighty- tough, I call it."
with samples -of the stuff to get 1-omewhere so he
Then he knelt clown and felt of the face.
"Jest died, too." was his comment. "Didn't could !<tock up ,vitb fresh · supplies."
have nothin' with him but the jug an' that knap "And died on the way from the want of water,"
Jim Dart added, shaking his head sadly.
sack. But here's his gun an' knife."
"That'. it exactly. Now then, Charlie p1·0He pulled a revolver from the holster that
hung from the belt that was buckled about the poses to bury the jack-knife and the few other
wai t of the dead man. and took a look at it as he little things with the body. But I see no oneed of
burying the gold. We'll take charge of it, and
arose to his feet.
"Chambers empty," Charlie , 'ent on, shaking if we are able to ever find a relative of the poor
his head. "What could he hav
een shootin' at, fellow. or even a friend who is rather needy, we'll
turn it over to him."
I wonder?"
·
Hop was perspiring freely pow, fo1· he had
"Quite likely in his despair he fired the shots
in the hope of attracting: some one tp him," the ~ade gl'eat headway in his work. ,Tim Dart re--4
lieved him and soon finished the job. Then a
youT'~ deadshot suggested.
"That's about the size of it," s poke up Jim blanket belonging to the camping o'utfit that was
Dart. But he must have done it..before we were rather worse for wear was brought to the ,spot,
and the dead man was wrapped in it and depositwithin hearing."
ed in the shallow grave. The girls now came to
"Sartin, Jim," the scout answered, with a shrug the spot, and at a signal from Cheyenne Charlie
of the shoulders. "Maybe he done it yisterday or all took off their hats while he muttered over a
tl1e day afore. But, anyhow, the gun's empty."
few words in the way of a burial service. This
Then he looked for cartridges. but could not over with, 1.he grave was quickly filled, and a
find any upon the body. Young Wild West knew stone placed there to mark the spot. The gold
there was only one thing they could do, and that nuggets were put back into the knap ack, and
was to bury th~ body.
thi s was placed along with the belongings of our
"Hop," he called out, "fetch a shovel here."
friends. By the time all this had been accom"Allee light, Misler ~ Tild," came the reply, pfo:;hed, the cook had the dinner ready. The apand then the heathen, who was sometimes called petites of our friends were spoiled somewhat, but
Young Wild West's Clever Chinee, becaus1; he they managed to eat as much as was needed, and
was a magician and could perform clever tncks, just as they had finished they were surprised to- ,
hear the clatter of hoofs close at hand. Looking
lost no time in obeying.
He knew what was required of him without be- back the way they had come, they saw four horseing told. Arietta had explained to An.na and meI). approaching with two loaded burros trailin~
Eloise ,how she and Wild had come upon the dead behind them at the ends of long ropes.
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"Hello!" exclaimed Young Wild West, nodding that we are. A friend of ours is s'posed to have
to his companions.. "It seems that we are not struck it rich down this way somewhere, an' a s he
the only ones who are heading this way. I won- didn't show up when we knowed he must· be ou:
of grub, we come out to look for him. You have
der where these fellows a1·e bound?"
The four men showed no signs of being sur- hit the nail right on the head, young feller."
"He was a friend of yours, you say?"
prised at seeing the party at a halt there, but
"Of course he was," and the man flashed an
rode on up just as if they had expected to find
Them. The young deadshot had started to study angry glance at him.
"All Tight. I don't mind telling you that we
them the moment they got close enough for him
to see their faces, and as they halted he had come came across a poor fellow who had just died less
to the conclusion that they were anything but hon- than an hour ago. We buried the body over the1·e
by that big rock."
est men.
"What!"
"Taking a rest, eh?" one of them said, as he
The four men gave vent to the exclamation aldismounted and then looked sharply at the girls.
"Ain't prospectin', are you?" and he tur ned his most as if in one voice. Then they stared at the
• gaze upon the scout, who he evidently took to be young deadshot in silence for a moment, and then
the one who appeared to be the leader added:
the leader of the party.
"What are you trying to tell u s, young feller?"
"No, we ain't doin' no prospectin', though of·
"The truth, that's all. We buried the body
course if we come across anything that's wo1·th •
over there by that big rock. Just finished it bewhile, we'll take charge of it," was the reply.
"If you didn't come to this blamed put-of-thc- fore we had dinner."
"Did you find anything on him?" came the
way place lookin' for gold, what in thunder did
eager query.
·
you come here for?"
"Didn't look," Cheyenne Charlie answered, be"Don't you think if we keeJJ on traveling to the
south we'll come out close to Tombstone after a fore anyone else could say a word.
"You didn't, eh? You must be a fool. Thaf.
while?" Young Wild West asked, in his cool and
feller most likely had a lot of gold dust witb him.
easy way.
·
"If you could keep on travelin' that way, you I'll bet he's the ·one we was lookin' for."
"The1·e was nothing in his pockets but a knife,
might. But I reckon you can't do it. Jest you go
about ten miles an' you'll find that you can't a little piece of tobacco and a few articles that
go no further that way. You'll have to tuTn to don't amount to anything," Young Wild West sai!i
the west or come back here ag'in. I've been down coolly.
"What's that? I thought you jest said you
that way, an' I know what I'm talkin' about.
There's one of the worst deserts dght close to didn't look," and the man scowled fiercely as he
here that's to be found in all Arizona. It ain't a turned to the scout.
"That's what I said, 'cause it struck me that
very big one, but I ain't" never heard t ell of anyone crnssin' it yet. There's been a few what it 'Was none of your business," Charlie ans1Vered,
started to do it, but found they couldn't an' get showing a little anger.
"None of our business, eh?" and the fellow
back ag'in. Lots of others has stayed there for
grinned as he nodded to his companions. "I
good."
"Any water to be found between here and . the reckon we'll mighty' soon show you whether it's
any of our business or not. Now then, my opinplace you're 3peaking of?"
"Yes, there's _a wateT-hole jest about three miles ion is that you got hold of a mighty big haul in
from here. It ain't the best of water, though, but the way of gold dust, an' if you have you have got
to hand it over to us."
I reckon it will do."
"See here, my friend," said Wild, stepping up
"That'$ good," and the boy nodded to his companion, showing that he was rather pleased at and laying his hand upon the speaker's arm,
"you're going it a little too strong, I think. Just
the information he had received.
~ "A mighty poor place for young ladies, I should haul in your horns a little. If. y9u accuse us . of
-t:ty,. especially when two of 'em ain't nothin' more robbing a dead man, and at the same time you
thfl.n young gals," one of the othe1·s spoke up, want to take from us what we robbed him of, "I
and then he grinned at the girls as if he was try- reckon you're thieves yourselves."
"That's jest what we are, kid!" and very quicking to make a hit with them.
"That's all right," our hel"O answered, in his ly the man pulled a revolver.
But the young deadshot was expecting some
cool and easy way. "These girls are used to
traveling in all parts of the country. They don't such move, and with lightning-like quickness he
mind it much, even if they have to cross a desert struck the weagon from his hand, and then his
t/F.n gun hawed in his right .hand.
now and then."
"Now then," he said, in his cool and easy way,
"They don't, eh?" the man who had first spoken
"I am satisfied that my first impression of you
asked, and then he looked sharply at the boy.
"No, they don't. But say, my friend, since you was entirely correct. You're a set of scoundrels.
have questioned us as to what we are doing here, Hold up your hands!"
I'll ask you why you are traveling this way."
"We're prospectin'. Can't you see that by the
looks of us an' the outfit we've got?"
"Exp~ct to find gold, eh?"
CHAPTER II.-A Water-Hole.
Wellfe always expectin' that, an' so is anyI
body what's doin' any prospectin'." ·
Young Wild West's sudden action was certainly
"That's so. I'll agree with you on that. But unexpected· to the four men. The leader had eviI thought perhaps you were looking for someone dently taken it for granted that he was going to
you knew to be out this way."
have an easy thing of it, and there was not the
"You did, eh? Well, I don't mind tellin' you lea§t doubt but that he meant to make it warm
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for them, if for no other purpose than to get the
best of them and not only rob them of the gold
they had found, but whatever they might possess
of value that belonged to them. · When the villain
drew his revolver the other three made moves to
do the same. But before they could succeed the
young deadshot had turned the tables.
"The first galoot as touches a gun will go to jhe
Happy Huntin' Grounds in double-quick time!"
Cheyenne Charlie exclaimed, as a gun lcaperl
from the holster and covered him.
Jim Dart was almost as quick in pulling a revolver, so there was no alternative but to obey the
command of Young Wild West. Up went the
hands of the four, and they stood there in helpless
dismay.
"A fine lot you are, I must say," Wild said, a
smile showing upon his handsome face. "To think
that you could get the best of me, you sneaking
coyote," and he nodded to the leader. "I . reckon
you don't know who I am."
"Hold on, you11g feller. I didn't mean a word
of what I said," cume the reply.
"You didn't, eh? Why how is that? I thought
an we found dead had been a friend
you said th
of yours?"
"So he was. I didnt mean that we was goin' to
try an' make yer give up what you found on him."
"What did you say it for, then?"
The villain shifted his feet uneasily and looked
at: the ground.
"\,Veil," he answered looking at his three companions as if he wanted them to help him out, "I
sorter s'posed that you oughter let us have what
you found on him, anyhow, an' jest 'cause you
acted so independent about it, I spoke a little too
•
quickly."
"That is your explanation, eh?" "\Vell, let me
tell you something. I don't believe the man we
found dead a short time ago was a friend of .yours
at all. If he was he must have been a rascal like
the four of you, and his face didn't look like that
of a man who is anything but honest. I may be
mistaKen in this, but just the same we won't give
you the few nuggests of gold we found near his
body until you · furnish us with proof, showing
that you have some claim upon them. Now then,
to begin with, what is your name?"
"Craven is mv name--Bill Craven."
"Craven, eh?" · A mighty fitting name, I should
say. You look just like a miserable naven at this
very moment. Where do you call your home?"
The man hesitated. and again looked at his companions.
"I don't know as I've got any particular place I
kin call my home. I'm all the time on the go from..__
one place to another. I've been huntin' for gold
for nigh on to three years. Afore that time I lived
in Silver City an' worked for a man what owned
.
a livery stable there."
It was evident that nart of what he was saying
was the truth. But Wild, who seldom made a mis. take in studying the character of a person he was
talking to, was well satisfied that he was a 1·ascal,
and he was not going to change his opinion no
.
matter what the fellow said.
"Bill Craven," he said, speaking slowly and impressively, at the same time taking a step nearer
and pushing the muzzle of his revolver a little closer to his face, "you admit that you were looking
for the man we found dead. What sort of a looking man was he,?"

"He was about mv size, I should jedge. Maybe
not so heavy, though. Always had his face shaved
on both sides. leavin' the mustAche an' chin whiskers."
"Barring a week's growth of beard on the
cheeks of the dead man, this description was quite
correct, so our friends did not doubt but that the
truth was being told.
"His name was John Jennings, and he's got ~
wife an' two kids livin' in Globe."
"Ah! I'll remember that. We'll see 'to it that
they get the gold, then. We'll look the matter up
just a s soon a s we can. Now, Craven, I want you
to tell me the truth. for the fact is my finger is
itching to pull the trigger of this gun. If I should
happen to do so, the 'bullet would be apt to find a
lodging place in your heart, or perhaps it would
go clean through you. Remember now, it's the
.truth I'm a sking for, and if I don't get it there is
·
no telling what will happen to you."
"I've been tellin' you· "the truth," declared the
man, his fare turning- the color of ashes.
"Partly, but not altogether. You say you have
been spending something like three years prospecting. Haven't you been doing something else
between times?"
"I don't know what you mean."
"Neven been enagged in anything what was
lawless or in the line of villainy, have you?"
"I'm about as honest a s the general run of pea.- _
ple, an' so is my pards here."
"That isn't the question I asked you."
The boy thrust the revolver a little closer to
his breast.
"All right. There is no need of forcing you to
confess that you're an outlaw, and that you
woul<.ln't hesitate to commit a robbery if you
had a good chance to do so without being discovered. I'll take it for granted that such is the case,
anyhow. Now then, Bill Craven, before you go I'll
tell you who I am. My name is Young Wild
West."
One of the three men gave ;ent to an exclamation of surprise, and then Craven said:
"If I had knowed that I wouldn't have said
what I did. I've heard tell of you, Young Wild
\,Vest."
"Ah! Probably you have. It seems that almost
everybody I meet has at least heard of me. Well,
Bill Craven. I reckon that will be about all. Yoa..
.may go now."
Wild stepped back and lowered his revolver, and
down came Craven's hangs. His three companions
quickly lowered theirs, too, and when one of th~m
moved toward the horses the rest followed. They
were not long in mounting, fo1· even though the
young deadshot had loweri:d hi_s revolver, he had
not put it in the holster, and Cheyenne Charlie
and Jim Dart stood ready to shoot at an instant's
notice.
"Wild," said Arietta, as they were about to
ride away, "don't you think they were looking for
the man for the purpose of stealing his claim, or
something like that?"
"Hold on, there, Craven!" the boy called out,
.•
quickly.
The villains had .already started to }'.id,awl!.1{
but they quickly brought their horses to a halt
and turned them as the young deadshot ran up to
them.
"You heard what the young lady said, I' believe," \Vild remarked. "How about it?" You knew
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that Dan Jenkins had struck it rich somewhere in
these parts, and you meant to take p~ssession of
his claim if you could find it. I s that 1t?"
""Yes; we knowed he struck it rich, 'cause we
met him a week ago. an' he told us so. He was
about out of supplies, so we went over to Globe
to git some for .him. That's where we was headin'
now."
"Took you a long time to get t o Globe and come
back here," the young deadshot said, sneerµ-igly.
· "That's enough. Be off with you before I take a
notion of making a target of you."
The four horses were put to a sharp canter, the
burros almost being dragged along behind them
by means of the ropes that were attached to them.
"Et," Wild said, nodding to his sweetheart,
"there was hardly any need of asking them any
more questions. The fact is I was convinced from
the very start that they were looking for the man
we found dead. Evidently they knew just where
to discover the gold, and they'll go straight to it.
That means that if we want to find the spot we
must trail them to it. I rather believe that Craven told the truth when he said the man had a
wife and children living at Globe. If such is the
case, it is our duty to look after their interests in
this matter. Even though they will never see
Jennings again, they $hould by all means have
what belonged to him, for the chances are they
are in needy circumstances."
"You're talkin' jest right, Wild!" Cheyenne
Charlie exclaimed, nodding his head vigorously.
We'll foller them sneakin' coyotes till we get to
the claim, an' then if they put up a fight we'll
mighty soon make short work of 'em."
"They'll certainly take possession of the claim
if they really know where it is," Jim Dart declared; as he looked at the four villains, who were
riding over the desert waste toward a ridge half
a mile further on.
"That's right, Jim, and if Jennings never filed
his claim papers, they will be entitled to hold it by
law. But I reckon ·we'll have to take the law in
our own hands in this case. If the man really
left a widow and a couple of orphans when he
died from hunger and thirst, they a1·e the ones
who should be benefitted by what he left behind
him. That settles it, and nothing is going to make
me change my mind in the matter.':
When the boy spoke this way his partners and
the girls knew quite well that no matter what
ort of an argument might be advanced, he would
ick to his purpose. Cheyenne Charlie was eager
to get in the saddle at once, but thi. Wild did not
see fit to do.
·'Let them get a 1ittle start of us," he said. "It
may be that they'll think we are not going to follow them. and that's what I want them to do if
poss1ble."
They could ·ee the four men looking back at
them as they rode on, so they all sat down a s if
they were in no hurry to leave the spot where
they had halted to rest and eat the noon-day meal.
In a very few minutes the villains disappeared behind the ridge, and then Young Wild West arose
to his feet and, walking toward his horse, said:
"Now then, I reckon we'll be off. Hurry up, you
heathens, and load the pack-horses.
"Allee light, Misler Wild," came from the two
inamen, both answe1,ing at the same time, and
·
Ulen they sprang to obey.
· Hop and Wing had a system about it, and when

they loaded or unloaded the pack-horses, it was
done quickly. This case proved no exception to the
rule, and when thev had finished the task all
hands mounted and set out in the direction the
quartet had taken.
"I don't know just how long it will be before we
get to Tombstone," the young deadshot said, as he
rode along with Arietta at his side, "but we must
attend to this piece of business before we think of
going there. There is really nothing to call us to
Tombstone, anyhow, unless it might be for the
purpose of meeting some old friends, so I reckon
we'll Spend a little time on the desert. As Craven
and his companions have gone right on through
the canyon, and are heading_due south, it won't be
long before we find out whether they lied or 'not
when they; said there was a water-hole not far
away."
"Most likely they didn't lie about that, Wild,"
the scout declared, as he looked at the kegs the
pa·c k-horses can-ied. "If we find the water we'll
fill everything that we've got that will hold it, an'
then keep right after 'em till we find the place
•
where the poor feller got them nuggets.''
The sun was verv hot, so they did not ride very
fast. When they came to the ridge an,d,ot to the
top of it, they just caught a glimpse o the four
men as they were riding down another ridge nea1·ly a mile away.
"] reckon they didn't see us, Et," the young
deadshot said, nodding to his sweetheart. "They
were not looking- back, as far as I could notice."
"No, Wild," the girl answered, quickly. "They
seemed to be engaged in guiding their horses over
.
a rough piece of ground just then.''
The canyon kept widening all the time. At the
left the side was_ a continuation of ragged cliffs
while at the right it went sloping upw:ard fo1
miles, so it seemed, ending with nothing but the
blue sky. Bits of cacti and other sickly p1·oducts
of the desert were to be seen here and there. But
what little green that showed was not at all convincing, for Young Wild West and his friends
knew well what an Arizona desert was.
At the second ridge they came to a halt before
ascending it, and then the young deadshot went
up on foot. The four men were still riding, and
it was upon a broken stretch now, for to the right
was the end of what might be called the canyon.
Nothing could be seen but rocky formations and
,heaps of sand in that direction, wbile to the left
and almost directly ahead were the cliffs. It was
toward a very high projection of fantasticallyshaped rock and earth that the men seemed to be
heading, and Wild took it for gra·nted that it was
at the foot of this that the water might be found.
He watched for a couple · of minutes, and then
as the riders disappeared. behind some rocks, ht:
hastened back and said :
"Come on. I reckon they're going for the waterhole. They're out of sight now, so we can hurry
.
along a bit and get up close to them.''
Wild mounted, and then they all rode to the top
of the ridge and so to the other side. Then the
pack-horses were forced to go at a faster pace,
and they rapidly proceeded over the desert. Just
about three miles from the place where they had
found the dead man the four villains had come to
a halt, and as Young Wild West and his companions rode around a mass of broken rocks they
suddenly came in sight of them at a distance of
rlo more than a hundred yards.
fl
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As they had J5een unable to see anything of
them before this time, it was something like a surprise. The four were resting, while their horses
and the two burros stood in the shade close to
them. But there were a couple of water-kegs on
the ground, and this told our friends that they
certainly had stopped for the -purpose of filling
them. Of course they were seen the very. first
thing, s9 there was no need in trying to get out of
sight.
·
"Come right, along," Wild said, in his cool and
· easy way. "We'll tell them that we came to get
some water, and that we're still determined to ride
as straight a s possible to Tombstone."
The young deadshot did not make a move to
pull his gun as he rode up to the quartet, but he
was keeping a sharp watch on them, and so were
Charlie and Jim.
·
•
"I reckon there's water enough here for us, too,
·· Craven," the boy said, as he reined in the sorrel
.· stallion and nodded toward a small pool in a
hollow a short distance away, which was being
· filled by a stream that trickled from a crack in
the rocks. "I reckon there's enough here for anybody as
· wants it, Young Wild West," came the reply.
"Glad you told us about it, or we might have
passed it without noticing it. Since w'e mean to
keep right on for Tombstone, it will be advisable
•to stock up with as much water as we can carry.
Haven't got a keg to spare us, have you?"
"You see what we've got. There ain't no water
where we're goin', so I reckon we'll need about all
e kin git there."
"All right. I think we can make out. I hardly
think it will take us any longer than to-morrow
noon before we strike .Tombstone, anyhow."
"Keep right on goin' to the south, an' if you
don't git lost you'll sartinly git there by that
time," and Craven smiled a little and looked knowingly at his companions.
Wild knew by this time that there would be a
small chance of doing it, but he did not say a
worq. about it. The four showed that they were
glad of the opportunity of getting away from the
spot, for they were not long in making ready to do
so, and then mounting their horses they rode off,
Craven calling out a s they did so:
"Hope you'll fetch up in Tombstone all right,
Young Wild West. We're goin' to some other
place. If you go over to Globe ag'in in a few day,;
maybe you'll see us there. Good-by.",
"Good-by, Craven," the boy answered. "If you
know when you'.re well off you won't go back to
Globe."

CHAPTER III.-The Villains Get to the Rich
Mine.
Bill Craven and his thr€e companions had been
on the desert before, and they knew exactly where
they were going now. When they rode away from
the water-hole all four of them were in a bad
humor. No doubt if they thought that they stood
the least chance they would have started shooting
at Young Wild West and his partners. But
enough had happened to convince them thoroughly
that the easiest way was the best, so they rode on
,wer the sandy waste, talking it over and declarlng every now and then that if they ever got the

chance they would make quick work of the young
deadshot and his partners.
'
The villains had been forced to flee from Globe
because they were implicated in a bank robbery
and had stolen horses. This happened previous to
the anival of our friends at Globe, and it happened that they heard nothing of it. The fear of
being overtaken by their pursuers led Craven to
make for the desert, he knowing just how wide
the stretch was to the other side, thus enabling
him to figure on just what they needed in the'-i
way of supplies.
While riding over the arid stretch just a week
previous to the arrival of Young Wild West and
his companions on the desert, Craven and his men
had come upon Dan Jennings, the prospector, who
had made a rich find. Jennings was an honest
miner and had persistently searched without success to find the gold he longed for, so he might
prepare a better home for his wife and children
and live in comfort. But it was destined that he
should never enjoy the benefits of the rich pockets
he found so unexpectedly.
Th.e prospector was very evasive when the four
men halted at his little camp and decided to remain there a while. . But they were so pleasant
and friendly that at length they gleaned from
him the sucress he had met with. The four might
easily have overpowered him or put him out of the
way, for that matter, but upon the advice of the
leader they decided to use other tactics in order
to get possession of the rich spot. Jennings' supplies· were about exhausted, and it happened that_
Craven's crowd did not have more than enough to
last three or four days.
But knowing the way back to Globe a s they did,
they concocted a scheme to make the prospector
believe they were going there to get some supplies, assuring him that thi:y would return within
three days. Believing this, the man must have
gone on working and starving himself until he
gave up the thought that the four men were going to return and set out to try and reach Globe
himself, but perished on the way.
This was just what Bill Craven expected he
would do, so after hanging about in a secure hiding place until he knew that the man must either
have perished or had set out before the provisions
gave out, one of the men, whose name was Jerry,
and who wa the only one unknown to those living
in Globe, ventured there unde1· cover of the night
and managed to secure a couple of burros and the
supplies they would need to last them for a wee~
or so. It took about all the money the four co kr
scrape together to do this, since what they had obtained from looting the bank had been lost by
them in the pursuit.
It was but natural that the villains should
think right away when they heard that Young
Wild West and hi s friends had buried a man who
had lately died upon the desert that the man was
no other than _Dan Jennings, the prospector;
hence the conversation when the two paTties met.
The four villains had been happy in the thought
that they had eluded those who had pursued them
from Globe, but now they had others to reckon
' with.
However, when they left the water-hole they
did not dream of such a thing as being followed
by the young deadshot and his friends, and so~
kept right on in the direction of the rich spot that
had been struck by Jennings. When they got
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about five miles away from the spot, the undulating hills and high projections of rock shut off
everything save the blue sky and the faint blue
which indicated the line of the dist!l'Ilt mountains.
The sun shone fiercely upon them, but the vii' lains were thornughly used to it, and so kept on,
intending to reach their destination a s quickly as
possible, and then get possession of the gold, so
they might get· to some mining camp where they
were not known and arrange for the disposal of
it.
.
"There's jest one thing about it, boys," Bill
Craven said, as they came to a halt near the close
of the afternoon. "We're goin' to have a lot of
trouble afore we git through with this business, I
s'pose. What we want to do i s to stake this claim
out, an' then one of u s has got to go somewhere
an' have it put on file. It ain't likely we'll be able
to git out e nough gold in a few days to pay u s •
for all the trouble a n' risk we're takin'. Of course,
we don't dare to go back to Globe, but I reckon we
·kin go to T ombstone, an' if we can't do no better,
we'll git hold of some man what's willin' to buy
a good claim an' fetch him out here an' sell it to
him."
"Tombstone, ,eh ?'t a man called Shor ty spoke
up, and he looked rather dubiously at the l~ader.
"Yes, that's about the nearest place that
amounts to anything outside of Globe. We don't.
dare to go back to Globe, you know."
"But how about Tombstone? That's whei-e
Young Wild West is headin' for."
"That's all right. You don't s'pose he's goin' to
stay there all his life, do you? We've got enough
grub to last us for full two week s if we're mighty
sparin' with it. There's water on Jennings' claim,
you know."
"But there ain't nothin' there for horses .to eat,
or, leastwise, nothin' to speak of."
"Yes, there is. There's plenty of mesquite
growin' right around the pool."
"Not- plenty of it, Bill," the other man, whose
name was Strunk, declared, with a shrug of the
shoulders.
"Well, maybe there ain't plenty of it, bu I
reckon ther e's enough to keep our nags alive.
They're used to bein' starved."
." We might have brought along quite a little
hay, or even some grain for the horses," Jerry
suggested, a s h e looked back over the desert
stretch they had crossed during the afternoon.
"Pshaw! I reckon ·we won't h ave to stay more
.
~ -"than two or three days, anyhow. We'll git out
what we kin, -an' then take. the risk of goin' to
Tombstone. I'll bet Young Wild West won't be
there when we arrive, either. An' if he is, what's
he got to do with us, anyhow. He don 't have to
know our business."
The three men said no more, for they seem ed to
be unanimous in believing that Craven's judgment
in-- the matter was superior to their own. They
1:ested for fully two hours, eating their supper
and permitting the horses to have what water
they really needed, and then just as the sun set
they got into the saddle and moved on.
So well did they ·know their way that they continued on after it got da rk, and an hour later they
reached the spot they were heading for. Doubtless they would have had some trouble in finding
if it had not been that there were certain landmarks there in the way of peculiar-sh a ped hills
and crags that they had impressed upon their
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minds beforehand. But they arrived and that
made them all feel happy.
It was not much of a camp that Dan Jennings
had left behind him, for his outfit had been a
scant one. A solitary blanket hung upon a jutting
point of rock, a frying-pan and a galvanized pail.
with a tin cup, knife, fork and spoon, were about
all that was to be found there. The ashes of the
late fire lay upon the ground, and a few bits of
skins and leather were scattered around it, showing that the blaze had been caused by the burning
of the man's equipment. There being no wood
there, it was out of the question to think of ma.king a fire, and when the man called Jerry noticed
this, he shrugged his shoulders, and said :
"No, coffee, I r eckon, to-night."
"Coffee be blamed!" the leader exclaimed. "It's
gold we want. Let's see to the horses, an' then
we'll all take a good drink of water an' lay down."
What little there was in the way of vegetation
growing about the pool of watel'., which must have
been fed by some underground means, for then~
was nothing in the way of a trickling sti·eam to
be seen, the horses went at greedily. The villains
took occasion to tie them, so they could not stray
away, and then Bill Craven lighted a lantern and
began looking about.
·
"Thought you said you · was goin' to lay down,
Bill," Shorty, the shortest man in the group, said.
"That's all right. It won't do no harm to looK
around a bit. Con 1 e over an let's look in this hole.
There's where all the gold is."
They followed hirn readily, and holding the lantern at the mouth of an excavation in the side of
a 1·ocky hol e, Craven· peered in. There was gold
everywhere and plehty of it; there was no doubt
about it, and all four uttered exclamations of de light as the rays from the lantern shone upon it,
causing it to glitte1· with amazing brightness. In
the hole was a pick and shovel and a couple of
pans, one of them being more than half full of tiny
pieces, which the men knew must be equal to virgin gold. Craven reached in and took out the pan.
"Jest feel the weight of that, will you?" he said
in triumph . "There's only about five or six handfuls in it, but I'll bet it weighs twenty-five pounds.
That's the stuff for you, boys. There ain't nothin'
like it ever been found in all Arizona.''
"Let's divide it, 11 Jerry suggested, his eyes blazing with joy.
"Plenty time for that," the leader retorted,
looking at him disgustedly. "You must be thinkin'
that this is all you're goin' to git.''
"You ca'n't tell what might happen, an' if we
was to divide this info four parts right now, we
would each have some, that's sartin.'' .
"You'll have a whole lot more than you kin ever
carry away, see if you don't. If you don't believe
me,. jest look in there. Why, the sides, bottom an'
top ain't nothin' but the pure yaller stuff.''
What he said surely seemed to be entirely correct, and when Jerry reached in· and took the pick
and struck it upon one of th11 sides, a chunk as
large a s an ordinary-sized potato fell down. The
man grabbed this eagerly, and, dropping the pick,
held it tightly as he came out of the hole.
"I'll keep this to remember the place by, 11 he
said. "Now then, I'm goin' to lay down, though
I don't know how soon I'll git to sleep. I'll be
dreamin' about i;his here gold, an' I know it. 11
Cr en fro}Vned, but said nothing, so the fellow
was permitted to keeo the ·chunk of_ !!'old . H•
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started to leave the spot, but Shorty shot a-glance
at Jerry, and then said:
·
"Say, Bill, why can't we all have a chance here
to git somethin' to remember the place by? It
won't do no hurt for us each to pick out a chunk,
will it?"
"Oh, if that's the way you're feelin' about it, go
ahead."
"Well, there wo:i,'t be no harm i_p doin' it."
"No, of course not. As I said a little while ago,
you'll all git more· than you kin carry away. But
if you feel like handlin' the pick, go ahead an' do
it."
I
"I feel like it all right."
Then .he was not lon1,1; in dislodging a piece that
was fully as large as Jerry's. Strunk, of course,
had to have a try at it, and when he got his desire, Craven decided that he might as well do it,
too. But he was careful to use his pick lightly
until he dislodged a piece that was much larger
than either of the others.
"That's about the way I mean we'll divide when
we get through, boys," he said, as he held out
what he had broken from the side 6f the hole.
"I'm the leader of the gang, an' the leader always o'ughter have a bigger share than any one
else."
"Thatils all right; Bill," Shorty answered, with
a shrug of the shoulders. "If you're feelin' that
way about it, I reckon it ain't for us to say
nothin'. But I'm sorter believin' that what you
said a little while ago 'is right. We'll all git more
than we kin carry away, so what g od will it do
you if your part is a whole lot bigger than what
each of us gits? If you can't carry it away it
wdh't do you no good."
.
"If I can't carry it away in ~ne trip I kin come
back ag'in, can't I? But that ain't what I'm
thinkin' about, boys," and ·he changed his voice
slightly. "We'll git all we're goin' to carry away
with us, an' then we'll make it our business to sell
the claim. Why, we oughter git as much as fifty
thousand dollars for this here spot."
"Fifty thousand dollars!" c r i e d Strunk.
"Whew! If we get half that much I'll be satisfied."
"You fellers don't know jest how rich this place
is. I'm an old-timer at gold minin', an' I'll tell yer
that if we git away with all we kin carry, what
we leave behind will be worth a whole lot more
than fifty thousand dollars. I'll bet there's a million dollar's worth of gold right here."
"Huh I" and Strunk showed his disgust plainly.
"A million dollars would buy the whole of Arizona."
Craven laujJhed lightly, and then, lantern in
hand, went away from the hole. They were not
long in arranging a sleeping quarters. Under a
ledge there was quite a level spot, but the ground
was hard and stony. However, this did not inconvenience them much, since they were used to
that sort of thing, and throwing their blankets
upon the ground, all lay down, presumably 'to
sleep. Craven extinguished the lantern, and then
it was not long ·before his regular breathing told
that he was sound asleep.
.
But not so with the others. They were too much
excited over the gold they had come in possession
af, and it must have been nearly midnight before
complete silence reigned about the spot. Early
the next morning the four villains were up and
stirring. They had work ahead of thtm, ana_they

were eager to get at it, for they• felt that every
handful they took from the hole would make them
fifty dollars richer at least.
"Breakfast first, boys," the leader said as he
saw them looking anxiously over at the gold pocket. "I reckon we had better see what we kin find
t~ eat for the horses, too. Most likely_ they've
rubbled away everything that was within their
reach."
Jerry undertook to prepare the ·breakfast, and
while he was doing it Craven walked toward the ~
pool where the horses were standing. As he paused
preparatory to taking a drink, a'--footstep sounded
close at hand, and then a cheery voice called out:
"Good-morning, Craven! I see you got here all
right." _
_As if he had been stung by a hornet, the villamous leader of the gang looked in the direction
the voice came from. Before him stood Young
Wild West.

CHAPTER IV.-Young Wild West Takes
Possession of a Dead Man's Claim.

It w_as li~tle or no trouble for Young Wild West
and his fnends to follow the trail of the four
villains. He took care not to get close enough to
them to be observed, and continued on until sunset. Then just as they were thinking of halting
for a short rest, they caught sight of Bill Craven
and his three men as they rode to the top of a
small hill. This was the first they · had seen of
them after they rode out of sight when they left
the wa~er-hole. The f?ur men quickly disappeared
from view, and then 1t was not long before Wild
passed the word to continue the journey.
"We'll keep right on until it gets dark," he said
nodding to his companions. "Those fellows ar;
not more than a mile ahead of us now and from
the way things look ahead, we ought td be able to
get pretty close to them inside of half an hour.
One thing about it that is very much in our favor
is that they won't be able to see us until we get
very close to them. The country right here is very
broken, and that will give us a good chance."
"Right you are, Wild," came from the scout. "I
!ec~o~ we ~in _wait a ~hile for ~upper. I'm jest
1tchm to git m a S<:rimmage with the sneakin'
coyotes. If they know where the claim what belonged to the poor prospector is, they sartinly will
git ~II the~ kin fr?m it afore they leave. Maybe
they re trym'. t? git .there afore dark, if they do
know where 1t 1s."
·
"That's just what they're trying to do, Charlie,
in my opinion. But come on. We'll soon find out."
They rode now at a faster gait, and the distance between them and the spot where they had
seen Bill Craven arl'l:i his three men rapidly lessened. But the twilight in that section of the
country is of rather short dm·ation, and by the
time they got there it was quite dark. If Wild
had known that they were within a quarter of a
mile of the villains who were proceeding on
through the darkness he certainly would have
continued.
·
But he knew that th'ey might easily lose them if
they went on, so he decided to remain there until
daylight the following morning. Once he told the
Chinaman to put the camp in shape, they were not
long in doin11: it. They had brought food for the

.
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horses, and having a good supply of water, they
"Maybe tliere ain't nothin' so strange about it,"
were not much inconvenienced.
and Craven showed just a little bit of anger.
The cool of the evening wa_s gratifying to them, "Been followin' u s, I s'pose."
and an hour after they had eaten supper a dro_wsy
"You can call it that if you like. But the fact
feeling came over them all, so soon with the ex- is that we have met again, and I hope you will
ception of Jim Dart, who, a s us'1al1 took first have sense enough to behave your.self. If yoi.:..
'Vatch, the rest were sound a sleep. The night don't, you will never get away from here with the
passed without anything happening, and when the deadman's gold."
..first gray streaks began to. show in the east,
Craven paled .,.t this, for it struck him right
Young Wild West, who was doing the las t watch, away that the boy must have discovered that it
quickly roused his companions.
was there the gold - was to be fou~. But Wild
"There's no need of waiting until the sun gets only hazarded the remark, and when he noticed
up," he explained, as Cheyenne Charlie came from how the villain's face changed, he judged that he
had hit the nail on the head.
the tent.
·
"Not a bit of it, Wild," was the reply. "Blamed
"Oh, I know this is the claim," the boy conif I didn't sleep mighty good, anyhow. Jim had to tinued, in his cool and easy way. "How much of
shake me to wake me up when it came my tu1·n to the gold have you taken out so far?"
go on watch. But after I got him up I dropped off
"We didn't git here till after dark last night.
to sleep in a jiffy ag'in. I'll be all right in a How could we go to work an' git any of the gold
minute or two. A little drowsy yet, you know."
out? If you don't believe what I say I'll call my
Jim also declared that he had slept exception- pards an' you kin ask them."
ally fine·, and a little later when the girls came
"You can call your pards if you like. That
from their tent they s aid the same thing. Hop won't frighten me any though I am here alone, at
and Wing were routed out, of course, and while that."
the former looked after the horses, the latter got
"You're here alone!" and the villain's face
a hustle on himself to prepare an early breakfast. brightened.
They did not go to the trouble of making a fire,
"Yes; you don't se.e any one with me, do you?"
for they felt that they could do without coffee for
"You didn't let the rest of the cro.w d go on an'
one morning, anyhow, though they had a: small you followed us alone, did you, Young Wild .
supply of faggot s with them in case .they wanted West?"
"There would be nothing strange in that, would
to do any cooking-.
·
The sun was not yet up when they mounted and there? I am in the habit of doing queer things
1
started to follow the trail again. In less than an s omethings."
hour they suddenly came in sight of the camp of
"Well, if you done that you have got a putty
the four villains. If it had not been that they good nerve."
were all asleep they certainly must Have been dis"I pride myself on having a good nerve, Craven.
covered. But there they lay upon their blankets, But see here, don't think that the four of you can
unconscious of the fact that they had been fol- get away with me. I am only a boy, but when I
lowed to the spot. Wild motioned for his com- take a notion I can do wonderful things. .Why,
panions to follow him off to the left, and they rode you fellows don't amount to enough to scare a
on around to a hollow where a cliff would partly child. I am s tanding right before you, and my two
protect them from the rays of the sun after it got guns are in the holsters. You have a gun, too. If
you. think you are as quick as I am, .why don't you
high enough to make itself felt.
The boy gave orders for the Chinaman to un- pull your gun and take a shot at me?'.'
load the pack-horses, but not to erect the two
"I don't want to shoot you, Young Wild West.
Don't think nothin' like that. You u sed me sorter
tents.
·
"We may remain here all day, and perhaps un- mean yisterday, but I ain't the one a s bears a
til to-morr9w," he said. "But if we do it will be grudge. I don' mind tellin' you, though, that this
time enough to-night to fix up our sleeping quar- here claim belongs to u s now. Dan Jennings didn't.
ers. I am going to take a walk over there pretty stake it out, so even if he wasn't a friend of mine,
t~-oon and give the villains a surprise."
I could claim this h er e spot. All I have got to do
He waited a bout fifteen minutes after things is to stake it out an' file the claim papers."
were put in shape, and then bidding his partners
"No danger of you filing any claim papers, Cr ato be in readiness in case they were needed, he ven. You wouldn't dare to show yourself in orde r
walked stealthily around .the rocks, an,d soon to do it. I'll bet if the trutj,J. were known you're
found himself looking upon Craven's camp. It wanted for murder or something else almost as
happened that the four men were up 1and stirring bad."
.
about now, and when Wild saw Craven walking to
Craven shifted his feet about uneas ily, and
where the horses were tied, he slipped around then in a voice much louder than he had been usamong the rocks and got within a few feet of him ing, he answered:
without being observed. Then it was that he sud"You would be in a nice fix, Young Wild West,
denly before ·him as has been described.
if my pards happened to shoot at yer all of a
"Well, Craven," the boy said, in his cool and sudden."
. easy way, after giving the villain time enough to
Wild knew plainly what this meant, and he
partly recover from his a stonjshment, "you didn't stepped forward quickly and then r eached out and
expect to see me, did you? You couldn't find words caught the villain by the collar of his shirt.
t.o answer me when I spoke to you, eh?"
"All right, Craven, let them shoot. I happen to
• "What-what are you doing here, Young Wild know the direction they will have to come from in
West?"
.
order to g.et here, and if they shoot the bullets
"I am not doing anything in particular now. will go through you before they touch me."
Strange that we should come .across you again,
The boy had pulled his gun, too, and the muzzle
isn't it?"
of it was right against the man's ribs as he said
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the words. Sure enough, Jerry, Shorty and them in a line with theil- backs against a solid
Strunk heard the voice of their leader, though wall of rock, he nodded to them and said:
they did not quite catch the wo1·ds. But they
"Now then, it matters not which of you it is
mu:;t have thought that he was talking to some who points out the place where Dan Jennings got
one, and eager to find out who it might be, they the gold we found -near his dead body."
came running around the rocks.
"See that hole over there?" Craven answered,
"Good morning!" Young Wild West called out, quickly, as lie nodded toward the excavation.
sarcastically. "I hope you fellows had a good
"Yes, I reckon I see it."
night's rest."
"Well, that's the place. Go an' have a look at it •
"It's Young Wild. West!" Strunk gasped, an' you'll see somethin' that you never seen
throwing up both hands as if he had been ordered afore."
to do so.
"I have no doubt about that, since I have never
"That's just who it is," the boy a n swered. "So been here before," and the boy laughed lightly.
you heard Craven talking, did you? And you "But," he added, becoming more serious, "you
thought you would come and find out .who was don't expect that I am going over there to look in
here."
a nd that my partners will follow me, do you?"
"Yes, I heard him talkin', Young Wild West,"
"I don't care what you do," and Craven showed
Stnmk a nRwered.
genuine disgu t.
"All right. Now since you have found out who
"All right, I'll leave my p a rtners to watch you,
is here, &uppose you show me wher e the gold is." and I'll take a look."
The boy looked steadily at them and remained
Charlie and Jim did not n eed to be told to keep
silent for the space of a few . econds. Then h e a sharp watch upon the four men, so Wild walked
quickly gave an imitation of th e h oot of an owl. leisu r ely over to the hole and, peering inside,
The four villains kn ew pretty well what this quickly convinced him~elf that it was a VJ)ry rich
meant. He was giving a signal to $Orne one. The spot indeed. He even ·crept into the ape1-ture, and
hoot of an owl was the signal always u ed by with a pick loosened. some of the particles from
Young Wild West and his partners. Sometimes it the sides.
would appear out of place to make such a sound,
As he came .out, weighing the chunks in his
and no doubt on the desert in broad 'daylight any hand, the foui men looked at each other and acted
one having heard the hoot of an owl ,,wuld har dly as if they thoug·ht they were going to lose the
·;'
believe it came from one of the birds.
treasu r e.
"Rich stuff, I mu t say," Wild said, in his coo(
But just now it made no difference. The young
deadshot knew Charlie and Jim would come im- and easy way, a s h walked over to them. "You
mediately, and, sure enough, they did. As th ey don't mind if I keep these samples, do you gentleran around some rocks, each with a revovler in men?"
"Of cour se not," C1,aven answered, brightening
his hand, the scoundrels became more uneasy than
up considerably. "You kin have a lot more of it
,
ever.
"What are they goin' to do with u , Billy?." if you want to. Anything to show you that we
Jerry a sked, turning and Jooking at the leader in ain't what you think we are. Jest as sure as I'm
livin' I mean that the widder an' kids is to git the
·
a helpless so1·t of way.
"Rob us, I s'pose," was the reply. "They ain't benefit of what's found here."
"I believe they will, Craven, but not tlU'ough
got no more right to interfere with us here than
we have to sneak up an' try to rob them when you. The fact is I a!!J going to see to that part of
it myself. Now then, to get right down to busithey're in camp."
"We'll see about how much right we have got to ness, I'll give· you twenty minutes to get away
come here and interfere with you, Craven," the from here. You hear what I say, so don't start to
young deadshot answered, the vestige of a smile put up any argument."
"You hear what Young Wild "\Ves t says," Cheyshowing on his handsome face. "I told you I
wanted to see the gold pocket. Now then, if there enne Charlie called out, making a threatening
is. anything that is at all obliging about you, you'll move with his revolver. "Lig·ht out. Git your
traps together an' scoot. I want to see how fast ....( ·
show it to us without delay."
"I s'pose we might as well show yer, 'cause you kin ride away from here. This claim belongs
you'll only find out, anyhow. Come on, then. But to the heirs of the feller we found dead, an' you
don't keep_ diggin' me in the ribs with that gun. kin bet your life that they'll git what belongs to
You have got your fin~er on the trigger, an' you _ 'em."
"Hold on," cried Craven, now very pale. "This
might forgit yourself an' make it go off."
"A blamed good thing if it did go off, you ain't fair. You're takin' the law in your own
,meakin' galoot!" Cheyenne Charlie exclaimed, his hands, Young Wild West. Why ain't we got as
eyes flashing. "Sich fellers a s you ain't fit to live, much right here a s anybody?"
"Maybe you have in one way. But just now I'm
anyhow. Here you have gone an' took possession
of the claim what belonged to a man who's dead, running things," replied the boy. "Don't forget
an' who's got a wife an' children waitin' for him that I told you you ha d twenty minutes to get
awav from here."
to come home an' bring gold with him."
All three now stood with their revolvers as if
"You're wrong there, pard," Craven answered,
as he looked at the scout and shook his head. they were r eady to shoot. If the four men had
"Whatever is to be found here is goin' to the wid- not •been rather cowardly the chances are they
der an' her kids, except what she thinks we would have put up a desperate resistance. But
· evidently they had seen and heard enough .of the
oughter git out of it."
"Huh! That widder would never see . you fel- young deadshot to satisfy them that they would
simply be courting death if they disobeyed his
lers, an' I know it."
Keeping the villains covered, Wild forced them command. Reluctantly they went to their horses,
to iro on around to the camp, and then forming and then after th ev had been saddled thev loaded
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the two burros with theh· belongings. Wild sat
upon a rock watching them · in his cool and easy
way, while Charlie and Jim followed them about
closely, keeping them ~vered all the tiil\e· In
less than twenty minutes they were ready to
leave, and then after once more being refused the
privilege of remaining there, Craven rode from
the spot. His three men followed him, of course,
and Wild, Charlie and Jim watched them until
they disappeared behind some rocks something
like two hundred yards away.
"Now, then, boys," the young deadshot said,
nodding to his partners, "I reckon the real lively
part of it will begin presently. Those fellows are
afraid of us,· so much, in fact, that they refused
to put up a fight. But when they have thought it
over a little while they will feel so sore about it
that they'll come back with a vengeance. We
must be ready for them. Jim, you just slip away
and tell the girls and the two Chinamen to come
over here. Here's where we are going to camp
for a while."

CHAPTER V.-Rodney West, from
State.

w York

Having decided to make their headquarters
here for a couple of •fays at least, Young Wild
West gave orders to the two Chinamen to put the
camp in shape. The four villains had taken nothing but what they had bt·ought with them, no
doubt fearing if they did so they might suffer for
it. Our friends looked over the scanty outfit the
unfortunate prospector had left there when he set
out in the vain attempt to get back to civilization.
"I can't quite understand it, Wild," Jim Dart
said, as they were talking over the matter.
"Either the man must have been very weak when
he started, or he got lost."
"Both are more than possible, Jim,''-.the young
deadshot reto1·ted. "You know as well aJ! ! do
that it is very easy to get "lost on ~ de!Sert like
this. Why, if a sand-storm hapi,ens to come up
the general appearance of everything is changed.
I don't say that I think it was a sand-storm that
.caused Dan Jennings to get lost and die from the
want of water. Still, it may have been. I am
ther inclined to think that he waited here ex"~ting the four men to return until he was so
hungry that he was forced to leave. By the appearance of things about here, there wasn't a
mouthful of anything to eat. Of course here are
a few crumbs from the crackers Craven and his
men had with 'them. But that don't signify anything, since they had the food with them."
"There ain't no use in tryin' to think jest how
the poor feller come to die," Cheyenne Charlie
.spoke up, nodding his head gravely. "He died
jest the same," he went on, "an' it must have been
that his horse got away from him, 'cause if that
hadn't been the case how would he have been
there layin' dead an' no signs of a horse? Why,
there wa1m't even hoofprints about that spot. I
took ,mighty good notice of that."
"So did I, Charlie," the young deadshot anGtrered. "I took it for granted that he had either
been traveling on foot or that he never had a
horse. We don't know whether he did or not,
~ce I didn't think of asking the villains about
.
it:
They talked it over, while the two Chinamen
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were putting things in or der, but could not arrive
at any definite conclusions as to what had been
the actual cause of the man's death other than
that _he expired from extreme thirst and exhaustion.
"I suppose those fellows made a pretty good
search about here," Wild said, as he arose to hi5
feet after sitting for about half an hour. "Seems
to me there ought to be something to be found
here that would prove conclusively that the pocket
of gold belonged to Dan Jennings. Let's make a
good search, boys."
"I'll help, too, Wild," Arietta spoke up, as she
sprang to her feet. "I am always lucky at finding
things, you know."
"I know it, little girl. Go right ahead and see
how lucky you are this time."
Anna and Eloise joined in the hunt, •too, and
they went about among the rock looking into
every little crevice. But over half an hour was
spent in this way without a discovery that
amounted to anything. There was the opening
which was really a natural one that had no doubt
been covered bv earth and rock that had tumbled
down ages before. Just how the prospector had
discovered the gold there no one knew but it
might have been accidentally, as is gene~ally the
case in such things. Wild crept into the golden
hole, as it might be called, and found that he
could barely stand erect when he arose to his feet.
To all appearances it was a solid mass of the val..
uable yellow metat.
It was on either side, above his head, and at his
feet, and the reddish glow that came from the
spots where the picks had struck made it look enticing, to say the least., The boy began looking
and feeling about. In the furthermost recess of
the opening he noticed an ordinary stone which
was rather flat. Thinking it looked somewhat out
of place .there, the boy stooped and crept over to
it. He _p ulled the stone aside, and then an exclamatjon of surprise crune from his lips. Lying on
the golden floor was part of a blanket which
s~med to h~ve been. caref'!llY folded. The boy
quickly took 1t from its restmg place and hurrie<i
outside.
"Here is something, though I don't know as it
will amount to much," he called out, and then
they all ran to him.
"Part of a blanket, Wild," Arietta said:
"Yes, and it's torn pretty well, too," the scout
added, as the young deacfshot placed it upon the
ground and -proceeded to unfold it.
He half expected to find something in the
blanket, so was not at all amazed when he discovered a flat package that was wrapped in newspaper. This was quickly unwrapped, and then a
photograph came to light. It was of a comely
looking young woman and two small children.
That was all. There was nothing in the way of
an inscription upon the p'hotograph, either upon
the face or back.
"That's the widder an' the two children," the
scout said, nodding· his head as if it was settled.
"All we've got to do is to find 'em when we get
back to Globe, · an' then you kin bet your life
they'll git what belongs to 'em."
"Right you are, Charlie," the young deadshot
answered, and then he straightened out the piece
of newspaper in which the photograph had been
wrapped and looked it' over.
"This is the paper that is published in Globe.
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so I reckon there's no mistake about it. Craven
and his pards told the truth when they said Jenning.; had a wife and two children. We'll take
care of this picture and see to it that it is retu , ncd to the widow."
Then all looked ove1· the paper, which was of a
date a mouth before, and then the photograph
was wrapped in it and put into the piece of
blanket just as it had been founcl. Wild then got
the knapsack that had been found by the body of
Jennings, and opening it put his find inside.
"\:\'e'll take that back just as it is," he said.
"The nuggets and the photogrnph shall be kept
together."
. Then the knapsack was given to Arietta, and
she promptly took it into the smaUer of the two
tents, which was the one occupied as a sleepi ng
quarters by the girls. Young V17ild West felt certain that an immense quantity of gold could be
taken from the · pocket. But he did not feel as if
they 1:eally had the right to work the claim, ""'.hen
it surely belonged to the widow and orphans.
Another thing was that it would require a lot of
hard work to get out the gold, and the next thing
would be to find a means of conveyirtg it somewhere so it could be disposed of. While it was
not more than fifty or sixty miles to Globe, the
traveling was rough and dangerous, for on the
desert the most experienced person could easily
get lost.
"Boys," he said, as he walked over to where
Charlie and Jim were ·standing near the mouth of
the opening, "I reckon the best thing we can do
is to get word over to Globe and have the Widow
Jennings appoint someone to look afteJ.· her interests. There certainly are men there who would
buy thi s claim . in a jiffy, and I don't know but
that I would advise her to sell it, even if she don't
get the full value. Of course we could see to it
that she didn't give it away."
"But how are we going to get word to her,
Wild?" Jim Dart asked. shaking hi s head.
"I don't know. It certainly wouldn't do for · us
to leave the spot, for I am quite sure that Craven
and his gang will hang around close by in the
hope of getting possession again.
We'U stay
around here until noon, and probably by that time
we may figure out the best way to do it."
They kept a pretty good watch for the next two
hours, but saw nothing of the four villains. Really it was not altogether pleasant where they were,
even though they could manage to keep in the
shade of the overhanging rocks. Just about an
hour before noon .C heyenne Charlie, who had ascended the highest point anywhere close at hand,
called out excitedly:
"Here comes two fellers rid.in' straight this
way." ·
Wild and Jim quickly ran to him, and sure
enough, they saw two horsemen approaching
about a mile distant.
"Two of those fellows coming back here, I suppose," was Jim Dart's comment.
.
·
-"No, they ain't," the scout answered quickly.
"They're strangers. I never seen them two afo1·e,
an' I'll swear to it."
"Right you are, Charlie,"· Wild said, after looking steadily at the approaching horsemen for a
· few seconds. "They're strangers."
To make sure that they would be seen by the
two riders, Wild and his partners waved their
hats. An answering wave came almost imme-

diately, and then the two came forward at a
quicker pace. But their horses showed pl_a inly
that they were all but exhausted. The three descended and made their wtiy back to the camp to
let the girls know of their discovery.
"Maybe they are the same type of men as the
four scoundrels, Wild," Arietta said, shaking her
head.
"That could easily be, Et," was the reply. "But
you can bet it won't take me long to find out. Now
then, you come with me, and we'll walk out to
meet them."
Glad of the oppo1·tunity, the girl quickly picked
up her rifle.
"That's right, little girl," and the young deadshot smiled approvingly. "Always can-y something with you in these parts, especially when
you know danger is apt to be met with at any
time."
.
Charlie and Jim sat down, for they knew if
they had been wanted to accompany the two they
would have been asked. But their feelings were
not hurt any, since poth were always willing to
abide by anything the young dead~hot said or did.
It was not. at all comfortable walkil1g in the hot
1,un. so ,\ Id and Anetta came to a stop on the
shady side of a huge mi shapen i:ock about a hundred yards from the camp. They waited there
until the two horsemen came up.
"Glory!" shouted one of tJ-iem, who was a
typkal man of the West. "We've found somebody at last. An' jest in time, too, 'cause we ain't
got enough water to wet our lips with. Had the
blamedest time since yisterday mornin' you ever
seen. Hard luck, too. The cork was out of one
of our jugs an' we lost all the water we had in it.
Got some here, I s'pose, young feller?"
"Plenty, my friend," the young deadshot answered, and at the same time he came to the conclusion that the man was all right.
But the other fellow was somewhat puzzling to
him. Certainly he was not a native of the West.
Yet he looked to be honest, and hardy as well.
"I'm putty dry," the fellow said. "My poor
horse is about caved in, too. Consarn it all! Who
would have thought we was goin' to git in sich a
pickle as thi ? I've had more than enough of Arizona. Nothin' but sand, rocks, an' .then more
sand. Give me the green old mountain s of New
York State, after all."
..,
"Sorter di gusted, young feller," the other. man
said, grinning· broadly. "Fell in ·with him in
Tombstone. Come all the way from New York
State to get rich, so he says."
"ls that so? Well. I reckon he isn't the first
one who has come as far as that. Come on to our
ca111p. We'll mighty soon fix you up. I see you
haven't much with you in the way of supplies."
"Jest half a bag of oats, an' that's all. Lost all
the rest of what we had through carelessness, I
s'pose."
·
Wild did not question them as to how they had
lost it, but he did think that it certainly must
have been through carelessness. The two men
looked curiously at Arietta as they went along,
their horses at a walk. Finally the man from -.
New York State said:
~;
"Ain't you a little bit out of your latitude,
mi ss? I never expected to see a young an' goodlookin' gal in sich a place as this."
"Oh, I am in the habit of traveling all over,•
the &"irl answered laughingly.
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"You are eh? Got a rifle, too. Somethin' like
mine," and 'he jerked his thumb toward the rifle
that was hanging to his back. "Them is the
same kind we use up my way. We shoot plenty
of deer up there, an' we need good rifles to do it
with."
Arietta looked at him as if she doubted him, for
the fact was that she had little knowledge of the
East, any fmlhel' than what she had learned during the short time she had attended school and
occasionally read about.
"Deer shooting in New York, eh ?" she asked,
looking at him sharply.
"Plenty of it. But in the north of the State,
though. There ain't nothin' but mountains up
there, miss, but they're real mountains. They
ain't nothin' like them things you see around
· here."
"Wants me to go _back homE! with him when he
goes," the other man said grinningly. "Must be
a great place where he was born an' brought up."
Then he winked, showing that he doubted the
tenderfoot's veracity. Those at th~ camp were
waiting expectantly, and when they saw that one
of the men was plainly not a Westerner it was
easy for them to guess that he was one of the
gold seekers so often to oe met with in that part
of the country.
"Gentlemen, I don't know your names, but I'll
introduce you to my friends, just the same," Wild
said, in his cool and easy way.
"My name is O'Brien," the ·westerner said
quickly. "Excuse me for not tellin' you before." ·
"And my name is Rodney ·west," the other
spoke UP' quickly.
"Rodney West, elr?" the young deadshot- said
smilingly. "Why, my name is West. I am Young
Wild West."
"\'ilhat!" cried the Easterner; and he was so
surprised that he almost fell from the saddle.
Charlie quickly took him by the arm and pulled
him to the ground.
"There you a r e, Rodney West!" he said, a broad
grin on his face. "'Vhat are you feeling so surprised about?"
"Well, I'll tell you," and the fellow quickly
gathered himself together: "Away up in York
State I've r ead about Young Wild West. I told
the folk s livin ' around there that I was sure he
was a relative of mine. Young Wild West, don't
you remember of ever havin' a cousin .by th e
name of Rodney West?"
"Can!t say that I do remember that,'' and then
ffie boy laughed in spite of himself, for the look
of eager expectancy upon the man's face wa s
quite enough to cause it.

CHAPTER VI.-Wild Sends a Message to the
Widow Jennings.
There seemed to be nb need of any furthe1· introduction, though Wild did mention the names
of his partners · and the girls to the two men.
·Both Rodney West and O'Brien were very glad
to get a good drink of the cooling water that was
to be found so plentifully among the rocks.
"I feel a whole Jot better now, don't you
O'Brien?" the New York State man said, after he
ad gulped down about all he could hold.
"A whole lot, Rodnev," was the reply. "I
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reckon we can't be sich an awful distance from
Globe now, an' as that's where we want to git as
soon as we kin, we had better .fill.up everything
we have got that will hold water an' ·strike out
jest as soon as the horses have been rested."
"Oh, I know you're in a hurry," and West shook
his head somewhat gravely. "You're tryin' to
git to Globe as 'soon as you kin, 'cause you . have
got a very sick mother there, an' you want to st:e
her afo1·e she dies. That's why you undertook
to make the short cut from Tombstone."'
"That's jest the reason I done it. But I'm sony
now that I did, 'cause we've losf a whole lot of
time from gittin' lost late in the afternoon yisterday."
·
"You are goin~ straight on to Glob~, are you?"
·wild asked, lookmg at ·O'Brien.
"Yes ; jest as soon as I kin git there, Young
Wild West."
"All right. I suppose it would be no trouble
to you to deliver a message there for us, would
it?"
"Not in the least. Jest tell me what the message is, an' you kin bet I'll deliver it."
"When you get ready to start I'll give you a
note to deliver to a lady living there. You certainly will have no trouble in finding her."
"Not if I know the name I won't. I'm putty
well acquainted over there, an' I s'pose I oughter
be, 'cause there's where I live when I'm home."
"Oh, is that so?"
·" It sartinly is, Young Wild West."
"Did you ever know Dan Jennings?"
"Dan Jennings, eh? · Why, I should say so.
Him an' me used to be pards, an' he married a
cousin of mine."
·
'
"I'm glad to hear that. I want to send a message to the widow of Dan Jennings."
"Widder! Why, Dan ain't dead."
· "Yes, he is."
O'Brien was amazed, but Rodney ·west, who
was a stranger there, merely looked on curiously.
The young deadshot briefly related how they had
found the body of Dan Jennings, and what had
happened since that time. · The boy was confident
that O'Brien was an honest man, or he would not
have told him the whole story.
"Too bad, too bad!" O'Brien declared. "Dan
was a mighty good man. But he was somethin'
like me; he would have a way of strikin' out on
long prospectin' trips. I don't know them four
fellers you have been talkin' about, but they sartinly must be bad ones. A good thing you was
able to drive 'em off. Now I've got two reasons
for wantin' to git to Globe in a hurry. I'll strike
out jest as soon a s my horse has had a good rest.
Rodney West wants .to git there, too, so most
likely he'll be ready when the times comes to go."
- "I don't jest know about that," Rodney West
declared, shaking his head. "Most likely Young
Wild West an' his friends is goin' over there
later on, an' since I feel putty sartin that the
Champion Deadshot is a cousin of mine, I'<i like
to stay with him a little longer an' talk it over."
"All right, I don't know but what that suits me
a blamed sight better," declared O'Brien. "The
fact is, Rodney, you have been a kind of nuisance
to me, an' I was mighty sorry I agreed to take
you over to Globe."
'.'All right," and the man from New York State
laughed heartily, showing that he took no offence
at what was said.
·
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Vlhile the conversation was being canied on, · Then he looked at ou1· hero and smiled in a
Hop Wah, the clever Chinee, was sitting a short _ patrqnizing way.
"I aon't know about that,'' Wild answered,
distance awai, taking it all in . . Cheyenne Charlie happened to turn and catch him smiling as if somewhat se1·iously. "The fact is, Rod11ey West,
that my parents were slain by Indians when I was
to himself.
""What's the matter with you, heathen? See so young that I can't remember them. I was
saved by a hunter named West, and adopted by
anything funn ?"
"Yelly muchee funny, Mislcr Charlie," came the him. That's the way I got that part of ·m y name.
He and others with him at the time I was found
quick reply.
"So that's the clever Chinee what's talking now, gave me the name _of Young Wild West, and I
I s'pose," Rodn~y West spoke up, grinning have had it ever since." /
"Well, I'll bet the West what adopted yer was
broadly.
"That's jest who it is," Cheyenne Charlie re- my f-a .ther's brother , then. He had one livin'· out
torted. "Where did you hear tell of him?"
this way jest about that time. Must have been
"I -read about him away up· in New York State. somethin' like s.eventeeri or eighteen years ago,
Got hold of a paper what's printed somewhere in wasn't it?"
these patts. There was .a big piece in it about
"Just about that time, I shou1d say."
·
how the Cbinee saved the lives of a whole lot of
"That settles it. then. We're cousins, anyhow.
Shake,
will
you
1"
·
yer by blowin' up a redskin camp with a· keg of
powder, or somethin' like that. Quite a piece
The young deadshot shook hands with him,
there was, tellin' a whole lot about yer all."
more to please him than anything else, and· then
"Wild,': Arietta said, turning to her dashing everybody smiled, with the exception of O'Brien,
young lover, "it seems strange that a newspaper who laughed outright. After hi.s horse had rested
published in these µarts should reach the distant for a couple of hours, O'Brien declared that he
was going to set out for Globe. Hop had seen to
place this man comes from."
"Not so very strange, Et,'' was the i-eply. "Men it that the animal was fed with what they could
are coming and going from all parts, of the Unit- spare of the horses' feetl they had with them, and
ed States, you know, and the fact that they meet after stocking up with enough water and food
friends whernver they go makes it possible for to can·y him over· the desert, O'BFien turned to
newspapers to be sent to them after they get back Youn,: Wild West and said:
"Now then, the note to the widder."
to their homes."
Wild quickly w:rnte a few words en a piece of
"I don't know jest who it was what brought
this neW6paper I'm tellin' you about," Rodney paper stating the facts in the case, and urging
West explained; "but the feller what keeps the the lady to appoint somebody to take charge of
the claim without delay.
drug store in the nearest town to where I live
"Here you are, O'Brien,'' he said, as he handed
give it to me. You see, he knowed I always wanted to read about the Wild West. I've been doin' it it to him. "Now then, you ought to get back in a
ever since I was a ·little kid. Ain't no trouble to couple of days, or send someone, anyhow."
"I'll be back myself, if my mothe1· is ,better or
git all the story papers an' novels up where I
live. They come up every week in the old stage- dead afore I git there," was the reply.
He mounted his . horse, and then ag-ain assurcoach what's pulled thirty-one m\les from the
railroad station to my village. Then ag'in we've ing them that he would certainly be back or that
got a post-office there, so it's a mighty easy thing others would come in his place, he waved his hand
and rode away over the waste of burning sand.
to git mail from all parts of the world."
"A mighty good feller, O'Brien is," Rodney
"Say, Young Wild West," O'Brien said, looking
at the young deadshot and shaking his head, "do West remarked, after he had watched the horseyou think Rodney West is what might be called man gradually leaving them in the distance.
"Dori't like to hear me talk about
old home in
a truthful man?'"
"Oh, I don't know a s he has said anything that York State, though. Thinks I'm a blower, or
could be taken as untruthful," the boy answered. somethin'··like that."
. "That's all right, Rodney,'' the young deadshot
"Things a1·e a lot different in the part of the
country he comes from, no doubt. While I don't said, in his cool and easy way. "I take it that
claim to know very much of'the geogi-aphy of ou1· you are a pretty isood-natured fellow, so what do..,
country, I remember of having read that there are you care whether anyone takes to · your sort~ o
talk or not?"
pretty wild places in some parts of the East."
"Oh, I don't care. I generally keep O.Q talkin'
"It's wild enough where I come from,' the New
York State man .d eclared, not taking exception unless somebody orders me to shut up, an' means
to what O'Brien said. "There ain't no lnjuns or it when he tells me. Then I close my mouth a.;
grizzlies there, but blamed if there ain't some tight as an oyster."
"Do oysters grow where ou come from?"
big black bears i:,rowlin' around, jest the same."
"Nt•. I ain't never seen an oyster while it was
O'Brien laughed, showing plainly that he took
in the shell. But I've eat plenty of 'em what
little or no ~tock in what the man had said.
"You stay here with Young Wild West an' his coni'ei; in .cans. Putty good, too, ain't they?"
'11 can't say whether they are er not. The fact
friends," he said, after a pause. "Mayb_e they
won't mind hearin' the yarns you have been tell- i s I have never tasted them myself. Some day I
in' about where you come from. The fact is, I've- mean to go East, and when I do so I shall certainly find out what an oyster tastes like."
got tired of listenin' to 'em."
"Putty slippery things, that's all I've got t.o
"All right, old fellow," and Rodney shook his
head and laughed. "Jest 'cause I like to talk a lot . say," and Rodney grinned. "But say,'' and h~
makes you think I'm a liar. But I ain't got over · showed signs of uneasiness, "how abovt them $
the notion yet that I'm a putty close relation to four rascals you was tellin' us about comin' back
here. The truth is, I ain't much on the fight.
the ('hampion Deadshot of the West."
.
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That';, 1me reason why I didn't come out West to
"Gosh!" and the fellow leaped to his feet in
mak,~ my fortune long afore I did. I sorter got amazement. "WI as that pack · of cards in my hat
it in mv head from what I was readin' that 1t all the time?" he asked, looking very much puzwm; a common thing for a tenderfoot to be scalped zled.
or shot. It ain't half as bad as I thought, yet
"You seen the heathen take the cards out of
I've seen it two or three times when I wished I the hat, didn't you?"
was home. Some mighty bad inen in Arizony, an'
"I certainly did, Cheyenne Charlie. But I didn't
no mistake about it."
-k now -there was any cards in my hat. I .wonder
"Pretty bad ones, I reckon. But the four vil- how they could have got there?"
lains you refer to are mostly on the bluff. They
"Must have put 'em in there yourself, or else
haven't got enough sand ·in them to take the edge O'Brien did, maybe."
from Cheyenne Charlie's bowie."
"O'Brien must have done it. But I didn't know
"Sand, eh? Well, I reckon they don't do very he had any cards with him. Mighty kind in hin:i.
hard breathin' around here, then. Blamed if 1 Now we kin Have a game. Maybe Hop wants to
ain't chuck full of it."
play."
·
This remark caused a laugh, and Rodney
"Me likee lay dlaw pokee velly muchee," the
grinned broadly at what he no doubt thought was Chinaman declared, and then he looked at Wild ·
an excellent joke. Once more Hop Wah inter- in a questioning way.
fered. No doubt it had been his intention befor'!
The scout gave a wink, so the young deadshot
to have some fun with the tenderfoot, but tht nodded for them to go ahead.
conversation that was being kept up prevented
The great poker game sta1·ted. As we have
him from doing so.
read in these pages about the games of cards and
"Misler \-Vest," he said smilingly, "you velly dice, etc., that Hop indulged in, it is no surprise
njcee Melican man. Me likee you velly muchee." to our readers to know that Hop finally got
"Glad to hear you say that, Hop. Sh!\Jce hands most of his companions' money into !}is pockets.
on it, old feller."
The final round, however, was startling as the
"You allee samee velly gleat man. You Misler pot was a large . one and all held good hands.
Wild's uncle, so be. Me gottee uncle in China, Cheyenne Charlie's hand was the weakest of the
and he velly muche smartee. Me allee samee likee- three. All three raised the amount several times,
my uncle."
· .
and finally when it came Charlie's turn to bet he
"No, I air.'t \Vild's uncle," and Rodney chuckled said: ·
as he gave the Chinaman's hand a hearty grip.
"I'm out. I've got two pair, but I don't s'pose
"I'm his cousin. You see, Hop, my father mm;t . they're any good, since most likely Hop's got a
have been his uncle-or he was the brother of · flush."
the man named ·west what adopted Wild, which
"Ha, ha, ha!" West laughed. "You kin drop
is the same thing-."
out if you want to, Cheyenne Charlie, but you kin
"You likee play dlaw pokee, Misler ·west?"
I'm goin' to stick. I'll show you how we do it up
"Now you'1·e hittin' me right straight, Hop. in New York State."
Ha, ha, ha! Why, I've played so much poker in
Every time it ·came Hop's turn he would hesimy time that I'm a regular fiend at the game. All tate, but always making the raise.
·
around Minerva Township, where I live in New
"Say, Hop," said \-Vest suddenly, when he saw
York State, they've got so . they won't play with that the pile had grown to about thirty dollars,
me no more. r used to win about all the wages "I'm sorry now that we didn't make it a no-limit
the men made. To tell the ti·uth, an' I s'pcise I game."
oughter be ashamed of it, that's the way I got
"Allee light, we changee velly muchee guickee.
enough money to pay my expenses here in the Me no care. Me gottee plenty money." West. I've got over two hundred dollars yet, an'
"All right, then. I'm goin'. to bet fifty dollars.
I feel putty sure that I'll strike it rich afore it's How does that strike yer?"
all gone. Ain't done a stroke of work since I
"Velly goodee. Me makee fifty more," was the
left home, four months ago. That's putty good, bland retort.
ain't it Hop?"
...
The Easterner hesitated. He looked around at
"Velly muchee goodee.
Maybe you makee Wild and the girls, ang then as if he was ashamed
.. -plenty money when you play dlaw 11okee."
to. quit, counted out the Ifecessary money, and
"Ain't played none to speak of smce I've been said:
in Arizony. Was in one little game one night,
"I'll call yer, Hop. What have you got?"
but them I was playin' with soon found out that
"Me gottee four lillee aces, allee samee likee
they ·didn't stand no show with me, so they only you havee the last timee."
let me win a few dollars, an' then quit."
"What! I've got four kings, an' I thought they
"West," the scout spoke up, rather sharply, was 'good."
"you're blowin' out a lot of wind now. Don't tell
"Four kings no goodee," the Chi-naman · retortus nothin' like that. I'll bet a five-dollar gold- ed blandly, and then he reached out with both
piece agin' a quarter that you don't know nothin' hands _and drew the pile to him:
about draw poker."
·
"Gosh!" and West arose,. thoroughly disgusted.
"You're on!" the Easterner exclaimed. "Git a "Maybe !'ain't a~ smart.as I thought I was."
pack of cards an' find somebody to play witn me,
"Rodney," the young deadshot said smilingly
an' I'll mighty soon show you."
'.'did you really have an idea that you could get
The words were scarcely out of his mouth when the best of Hop in a game of poker?"
Hop 1·emoved the hat from ~dney's head, and
"I certainly did. Wild."
then appeared to take from it a brand-new pack
"All_ right, then, let this be a lesson to you.
Don't you ever gamble with him again in any
f playing cards.
"You gottee cards, so be, Misler West," smil- way. If you do you might not get off as lucky
Ing blandly.
as you a1·e going to this time "
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"I ain't gittin' off very lucky, Wild. Jest look Young Wild West had you ti·emblin', so what's
what I've Jost. Why, if I keep on I won't have the use of talkinl?"
enough money to pay my way back home."
"What's the use of you talkin', then? Your'e
"Pay the way back home? Why, I thought you tryin' to make us believe that you have got a
were going to stay in the West until you struck whole lot more nerve than we have. Shorty, dont'
it rich."
try nothin' like that around me. If you do, me
"Well, I mean if I don't happen to strike it an' you will fall out mighty quick."
rich."
"I don't cam nothin' about that," and Shorty
"Oh, I see. But don't worry, Rodney. Hop is showed plainly that he meant to be contrary. •
going to give you youi· money back. You don't
"You don't, eh? S'pose Jerry an' Strunk was
think I would permit him to rob you in this way, to agree with me, an' then I told yer to light out.
do you?"
What would you do about it?"
'!Rob me! Why, do you think he done that?"
"Well," and Shorty scratched his head as if he.
"You could call it that if you liked. But you was trying to think of the right words to make a
certainly tried to rob him."
reply, "I s'pose if anything · like that happened
"Me! No!" and Rodney's face a.sumed a very I'd eit'her have to shoot the ·whole three of you
serious look.
or else go."
"Oh, yes, you did. You were cheating the last
Then he pulled a gun quickly and, stepping
time you dealt, and you did it in such an awkward back a pace, added:
way that a little kid could easily have detected it.
"Now then, Bill Craven, jest teJJ me to light
Take my advice, Rodney, and don't ever play out if you want to. You'll mighty soon find out
poker again as long as you live."
whether I'll do it or not."
"Gosh! I guess I won't if that's the way
"Hold on, Shorty!" Strunk exclaimed, leaping
you're talkin'."
up and stepping between him and I the leader.
"Hop, give him back his money."
"There ain't no need of havin' any quarrelin'.
"Allee light, Misler Wild."
The· gol'd what's back there belongs to us four,
The Chinaman knew to a ten-cent piece what an' we've J?:Ot to see to it that it's divided between
the Easterner had lost, and he quickly counted us, each one gittin' the same amount. Bill is a
out the sum and pushed it toward him. Then he . little too hot-headed, but you're a whole Jot more
gave Charlie what belonged to him, and put the so. He didn't mean nothin' by what he said, an'
rest in the buckskin bag.
I know it."
"Let me see," Rodney • West said, scratching
"Of course I didn;t," Craven said quickly, his
his head thoughtfully, "what was that I heard a v~ice softening considerably. "What's the matter ,
feller in Tombstone call another feller the other with you, Shorty? You always was a blamed 1
night? Oh, I know what it was. A gilt-edged crank ever since I've knowed )tar."
jackass. Yes, that's it. Well, I'm a gilt-edged
"Never mind about me bein' a cran "growled
jackass."
the little -man. "Jest as soon as you talk about
drivin' me away from you I'll tell you what I've
got to do. I ain't a measly-mouthed, Bill, nor I
never was. What I said about the rest of you
CHAPTER VIL-Craven Decides to Quit His
bein' afraid is true, an' I know it. But what was
Companions.
the us of me takin' a quick shot at Young Wild
West when I knowed I wouldn't be backed up? l
Bill Craven and his companions did not ride might have got him, but somebody would have
more than a mile from the camp they had been got me a second later. I'll tell you plainly, all
made to quit before the.y came to a halt in a little three of you, that if you'll do as I say an' foller
h9llow that lay almost surrounded by rocks aaj me right up close, we kin go back there between
sand-hills.
,
now an' tomorrow mornin' an' clean 'em out."
"I sorter reckon this is about far enough, boys,"
"Huh!" sneered Craven, again showing anger.
the villainous leadh said, nodding his head and "Want to put me out of my job, eh? Think you
flashing a glance of hatred in the direction they kin take charge of things better than I kin, do
had come from. "I don't know what the rest of you?"
you have been thinkin', but I've made up my mind
"Since you have said it, I don't mind tellin' y_gu •
that I'm goin' to have that claim, Young Wild that I do think that w_ay, Bill. You're nothin' but
West or no Young Wild West."
a blamed big bluffer. Sometimes I've noticed
"We would be fools to give it up so easy, Bill," -that you have had a putty good head on you, but
Jerry spoke up. "I can't git it through my head when it comes to the pinch, you ain't there. The
why we let 'em handle us that way."
fact of the matter is you're afraid of Young
''You can't, eh?" Shorty said, sneeringly. !'Well Wild West, an' I ain't."
I'll tell you somethin' about it~ For my part, I
"All right," Shorty. But don't think that I'm
was willin' to put up a fight, an' if the rest of afraid of you, if I am afraid of Young Wild
you had been the same way we would have mighty West. You had better keep your tongue between
soon cleaned 'em out. I never was afraid to risk your teeth now, or there won't be no need of
my rifle, but when I ·nnd I ain't got no backin', chasin' you away from us_."
·
there ain't no use, so I jest Jet it go at that."
Strunk reached out to pu·s h the little man away.
"A fine way to talk now!" exclaimed Craven But he was not quick enough. Shorty, his eyes
angrily. "You know a s well as I do that if you blazing with anger, leaped lightly aside, and then
had started to do anything when we had the leveling his revolver at the leader, said:
chance there, the rest of us would have joined in
"All right, Bill.• I reckon there's only one way
mighty quick."
to settle it. I'll give you a chance to come out ~
"I di_dn't see no signs of it, Bill. You was about here an' shoot it out with me."
ti• ~orst scared man I've seen in many a day.
Strunk and Jef'ry did not know exactly what
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to do. They stood there watching the two in
silence for a moment. Then Jerry nodded to t.ge
•
leader and said:
"Bill, me an' you has always been mighty good
friends. I'm askin' you now for a favor. Drop
this. It won't pay us to have a row between our·
selves. You know as well as I do that we'•, e got
a lot on hand. We want to git that gold that Dan
Jennings found, an' if we're goin' to git it we've
got to drive Young Wild West away from the
place. Four of us kin do it a whole lot better
than two or three. If you an' Shorty goes to
shootin', it's a putty sure thing that one of you
will go down, an' maybe the two of you. If it
happened that way, me 8:Il' Strunk would be the •
only ones to look'. after thmgs, an' I sorter reckon
we wouldn't stand much of a chance."
"Never mind, Jerry," Shorty called out. "Bill
is down on me for somethin', an' he feels like setthe best thing we kin do is to have it
tlin' it,
out. I know he'll try hard to git me, so you kin
bet that I'll try jest as hard to git him."
"Shortly," said the leader, after a pause, "do
you honestly believe that you could shoot quicker
·
than I could if I was ready?"
"I'm willin' to take the chance on it, Bill. Come
·
on out here."
"Why, I'm quicker than lightnin' with a gun,
an' you know it. If we was to go out there, an' I
had my gun in my hand like ,you have got yours
now, an' someone give the word for us to shoot,
you would drop afore your finger could pull the
trigger."
"Think so, do you? Come on, then. That's the
only W8JT to settle it. As I jest said, I'm willin'
to take my chances with you, Bill Craven. You're
nothin' but a big bluffer. You're as ·foll of wi::d
as a balloon. Now then, if you want to make me
out a liar, come out here."
But Craven did not make a step. He was caving in, and the other two men kn"ew it. There
was no doubt about it; Shorty was the real master of the situation.
"What did I tell you, boys?" said Shorty, with
a sneer, and then he dropped the gun back into
the holster and started to walk toward them. The
instant he did this, Craven's hand leaped to Ms
side. He was in the act of pulling a gun, no
doubt with the intention of shooting the little
man, when Strunk seized him by the arm.
"No, you don't, Bill," he said. "That ain't
'
fair."
·'You turnin' agin' me, too, eh?" growled
Craven, his eyes blazing with anger.
"N o, I ain't turnin' agin' you. But I'm goin'
to settle this here thing if I kin. There ain't goin'
to be no shootin' an' rfo more quarrelin'. Now
jest make up your mind to that. I happen to
know that Shorty is about as quick with a gun 11s
"\'OU are. He's got a whole lot of spunk, too, ma:,be a little more than you have got. There ain't
no use denyin' it, Bill, but I'm speakin' the
truth."
"But you have got to allow that Bill knows
more than any of us," spoke up Jerry. "It's his
head .what does the thinkin' for the bunch. Look
at what we've done since Bill has been leadin' us."
"I ain't sayin' nothin' ~bout that pa1·t of it,"
Strunk declared, showing that he was bound tostick up for Shorty. "What I'm sayin' is that
there hadn't oughter be no quarrelin', much less
shootin', among us."
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There was a short silence then, during which
Shorty stood smiling in a contemptuous sort of.
way, his hand ready to pull his gun at an instant's notice.
"Bill," Jerry said, speaking slowly and shaking
his head, "maybe Strunk is about right. Why
can't we have peace among us?"
"We kin as far as I'm concerned. It wasn't my
fault. I didn't start it, did I?"
"It don't make no difference who started it.
Let it drop," cried Strunk.
"Ask Shorty if h~s willin' to let it drop."
"How about it, Shorty?" and Strunk turned to
_
the little man.
"Of course I am," was the quick reply. "But ,
that don't mean that I'm afraid of Bill."
"No, you ain't afraid of Bill, nor Bill ain't
afraid of you."
"Ha, ha, ha!" the little malt' laughed. "All
right, boys. Come on, Bill, I'll shake hands with
you."
The leader of the villains breathed a sigh of relief and quickly extended his hand. Shorty shook
it with what seemed to be a hearty fashion,
though the grip he gave was anything but a
w'hrm one. The feeling that had sta1·t.e d between
the two men had really not abated any, but they
were both willing to wait. Shorty got a drink of
water from one of the jugs they had with them,
and then pointing to a shady spot close at hand,
·
said:
"Here's where ·we'll stop, then, till we m~ke up
our minds what we're goin' to do. How about it,
Bill?"
"I said we was goin' to stop ht!-e, didn't I?" the
leader asked.
"Somethin'• like that, I reckon. Well, if you're
.
satisfied, I am."
They then proceeded to remove the loads from
the two burros, and in half an hour the camp was
arranged. Strunk suggested a game of cards,
and at first Craven declined. But when he was
urged by Strunk and Jerry, he consented, so the
four sat down and soon began playing for money,
though the stakes were small. It happened that
Craven wl:l.s the lucky man of the four, and when
they had played half an hour he had won a few
dollars. This put him in a very good humor, and
when the game broke up he turned to the little
man and said:
"E:horty, I'm mighty sorry we had any words.
Shake hands ag'in, an' we'll forgit all about it."
"I'm willin', Bill," was the reply, so they shook
hands, and apparently the whole thing was for·
gotten.
lt was very wa1·m where they had halted, even
though they managed to escape the rays of the
sun. When noon came they made a meal of what
they had brought with them, and then soon all
•our became drowsy. Not long after they were
all asleep, and it was not until well toward sunset
·
that they awoke.
"Thunder!" exclaimed Craven, when he saw
that the day was near its close. "Here we'v .
been :wastin' a whole lot of time an' givin' them
people a chance to git away with a lot of the gold
if they wanted to."
"Don't think that they'll try to git away with
any of it r ight now," Shorty declared. "You
heard what Young Wild West said, didn't you?"
"Yes, I heard what he said. But what do you
mean?"
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"Didn't he ~ay quite plainly that the widder an' eat, an' then we'll wait till jest a s it _gits dark an'
then we'll strike out."
orphans was goin' to have the gold?"
They had what might be called supper, and
"Yes, but you don't think he meant that, do
you? He wants it for himself, an' them what's then it was not long that they had to wait before
the sun disappeared and darkness began to come
with him."
"I don't believe nothin' of the kind. That boy on quickly. The mome.nt it was really dark,
Shorty proceeded to saddle his horse. The rest
is a s honest a s the day is long."
"Maybe he i s, then. But what do you think followed his example, .and then the quartet set out
on their mission of villainy. li..s they knew the
we oughter do, Shorty?"
. "I'll tell you what I was thinkin' about afore I way thoroug·hly, they had no difficulty in soon
went to sleep this afternoon. But it don't say reaching a good place to ·leave the horses, which ,
that you have got to do it. My idea is that we was not more than an eighth of a mile from the
kin do more if we sneak over there an' try an' camp. of 0\11" friends. Trying the steeds there,
rob 'em without 'em knowin' it. We'll git what they set out on foot, making their way along
we kin, an' then one of us kin show himself as with the utmost caution. Apparently, Bill Craven
was a s bold a s any of them, but he was being
he's gittin' away."
"What's that for?" Strunk ai,ked, in surprise. watched all the time by Shorty, who no doubt
"Jest let me finish what I was goin' to say. thought he would show the white feather when
Afore the one lets himself be seen the other three · the critical moment arrived. But not so. They
must be hid in' behind some rocks, so if they foller managed to work their way to within a hundred
him they'll come right to the rocks, an' then they yards of the camp, though it was hidden from
kin git popped over mighty easy. That's what their view by the rocks. But. they knew just
I'm gittin' at, though maybe I can't say it jest the where it was, so that mattered but little.
"Find the place where you're goin' to wait for
right way. Ambush is what you call it, I believe.
S'pose Bill, for instance, was to sneak up to the 'em, an' I'll see what I kin do, boys," Craven said
camp, an'. when nobody was lookin' git hold• of in a hoarse whisper.
"Right here is as good a s anywhere," Shorty
,vhat he could. Then he could sneak away, an'
when he thought he was far enough, he could let answered, -pointing to two big rocks that would
'em see him. The rest of us could be hidin' behind afford an excellent shelter for them in case bulsome rocks right close by, an' then it would be lets happened to come that way.
"All right then," and pulling up his trousers a
;mighty easy, 'cause they would sartinly run after
little higher, Craven slipped otf, not forgetting to
Bill an' try an' ketch him."
"I don't know about that," Craven declared, -take a good look at the place he was leaving, so
with a shrug of the shoulders. "S'pose they took he1might not make a mistake when he came back.
It happened that our friends were •sitting quietly
a notion to sho!t any?"
"You have got to take your chances on that. under a ledge just ·then. A lighted lantern hung
But you don't have to be the one to do this. If over them, and Hop Wah was just getting ready
to perform a magic trick for the benefit of Rodyou're afraid, I'll do it."
Shorty arose to his full height and nodded to ney West, the tenderfoot. Cheyenne Charlie was
doing guard duty, but for the moment his attenshow that he meant business.
"Oh, I ain't afraid to do it. But I reckon I'd tion was drawn to the Chinaman. Bill 'craven
rather wait till after it gits dark," the leader an- sneaked up to within thirty feet of them, and then
he took a good look. About the only place he
swered, after a pause.
"All right, then. If Strunk an' Jerry is willin', could reach without being observed in case the
scout did not happen to look around, was the tent
that's the way we'll do it."
that was occupied as a sleeping quarters by the
"I'm willin'," Strunk declared.
girls. He figured that he could creep around be"So am I," Jerry added quickly.
hind some rocks and cut th r ough the canvas at
Craven nodded.
"All right, then, boys. That's the way it's the back and get hold of what plunder there
goin' to be done. The four of u s will leave here might be there.
He hesitated, but when he thought of what'
j es t a s it gits dark. We'll git a s clo e to that
place as we kin with our horses, an' then we'll Shorty might say, he plucked up courage and un- .,
dismount an' sneak up a little closer on foot. Then dertook the -task. Even if Charlie had been ""
the three of you is to hide while I creep to the strictly on the watch at that moment, he would
camp. I won't promise you that I'll git hold of not have looked so close for danger. Craven sucanything that's worth while, bllt I'll try my be's t ceeded nicely in creepin&' to the rear of the tent.
to do it. Then after I'fe got it I'll make a noise Then his hunting-knife was brought into play,
so they kin hear me, an' they'll run after me, and he was soon inside. He beg1m feeling about,
most likely. I'll leave it to you feller · to open and in less than two minutes his hands came in
fire on 'em, an' you had better be mighty sure that contact with the knapsack that had belonged to
you aim straight, or the whob four of us will git Dan Jennings. When the villain lifted it and
found that it contained something heavy, he
cleaned up."
"You leave that part of i t 'l;o us, Bill," Shorty opened it and thrust his hands inside. Then he
answered. "I'm mighty glad that you're willin' found the nuggets. This struck him a s being
to help out in this thing. But understal'ld one quite a rich find, and withoi:t any loss of time he
thing. After we've cleaned 'em up an' got pos- crept through the opening he had made into the
session of that cliam, what's there has got to be tent, taking the knapsack with him. Then ,watchdivided equally between u s. You ain't to git no ing his chance, he crept around behind the rocks
more than I am, nor I ain't to git no more than and soon got out of all danger of being seen by
Cheyenne Charlie. Then it was that his heart ,_
·
Jerry or Strunk is."
fail ed him. He had obtained something in the V.:i1Y
"I'm satisfied to that."
"All right, then. Now let's have somethin' to of loot. but he did not feel as if he should nsk
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Just when he was about to start in with his
wonderful disappearing trick, as our friends had
named it, Craven was spying upon them but a
short distance away. But this has already been
told, so there is no need of · dwelling upon it
until later on. Hop was performing the trick
for the sole benefit of Rodney West, since the
others had seen it so many times that it' was
stale to them.
"Now len, Misler West," he said to the Easterner, "you watchee. Me gottee uncle whattee
live in China. Me wantee go see my uncle."
"You have got an uncle what lives in . China,
an' you want to go an' see him?" Rodney asked,
laughingly.
"Lat light. Me go velly muchee quickee. Me
fly through um air."
"Goin' to fly, eh? i- didn't know you was
sproutin' wings, Hop. Let me see." Then he
got up and felt of the Chinaman's shoulders.
"Lat allee light. M.e allee samee magic chinee."
"I've seen a little in the way of magic, but I
CHAPTER VIII.-Shorty Appears at the Camp. never seen any one as could fly from it. But go
ahead. You can't surprise me much, an' I'll bet
If it had not been for the amusement Rodney on that. I've seen a few things in my time. Why,
wearia
been
have
would
\Vest afforded them, it
up our way there was a feller what give a show
some afternoon that our friends put ·in. Bu~ ~he in the school-house one time, an' he could do
sm1lmg
them
kept
versatile man from the East
things that a feller wouldn't-:dream of. I seen
about all the time, and "when supper-time came him break an egg in a tin pan an' then put it
it is needless to say that there was not ~ne there over an alcohol lamp an' pull out a live pigeon.
who did not possess a very good appetite, ev_en What do you think of that? Hatched the egg
though they could not have some of the luxuries after it was broke, an '. done it from an alcohol
that were afforded them when they were in better lamp. It was a pigeon, too, an' I'm blamed
.
sections of the country.
sartin' it was a hen's egg what he put in the
A fire was kindled from some faggots that had pan."
been brought with t~em, coffee made~ an~ bacon
"Lat velly good tlick, so be. Me likee knowee
and eggs fried. •With some hard biscuits that how do lat."
were in the supplies, they managed to make a
"Of course, you would. But I can't tell you,
Jt()()d meal. West decla1·ed it ~as .as good as any 'cause I don't claim to be nothin' in the way of
he had tasted since he left N:ew York State. But a magician. But go ahead with this here trick
he was apt to say anything, so his hearers only of yours. What do you call it, anyhow?"
smiled.
"Hop calls it his wonderful disappea1·ing trick,"
"I don't care how Jong we have to stay here," Arietta spoke up.
he declared, after he had finish~d his S:UPPE:r,
"Disappearin' trick, eh? I see. He's goin' to
"If it takes O'Brien a week to git back, it will
right afore our very eyes."
be all the same to me. I like this company disappear
"That's about the size of it," Wild said. "But
better than any I've been in since I come West."
watch him closely, and see how he does
"That may be true enough, Rodney," Wild you just
Hop was all ready for it. He had selected •
answered, with a smile. "But you must remem- it."
to a big rock, and sitting upon it, he
ber that if you remain here a week you won't a spot closeunknown
~o any one, a quantity of
be eating so well as you are now. While we have sprin)ded,powder.
Th1_s done, he. calmly lighted a
a pretty good supply in the way of provisions, c~em1cal
cigar and, after puffmg upon · it for a minute
- tt~•on't last forever, you know."
'
it drop as if by accident.
"That's so, too. Well, do you s'pose O'Brien let
&aid,
he
West,"
Misler
watchee,
you
Jen,
"Now
d~?"
three
in
back
be
will
"He might be, but I'm willing to give him as he stooped to pick up the cigar. When he got
his fingers upon it he touched the lighted end
four."
"All right, then. That means that we're goin' to some o~ the powder.. There was a sharp hiss,
. and a thick smoke qwckly enveloped him and
to have a lot of fun here."
"Fun, eh? Where are you going to get it?" shut him from view.
"Hip . hi, hoolay !" he shouted. "Me go to
"I guess me an' Hop kin make the fun if
nobody else kin . There's one thing I want him China." The &moke quickly left the spot, and
to do putty soon, an' that is to show me some then the Easterner gave a gasp of astonishment.
"He's gone all right," he said, when he saw
of them magic tricks you have been talkin' about."
"Me showee pletty soonee," Hop spoke up, that there were no signs of the Chinaman being
blandly. "We havee plenty fun before we go to there. "But I reckon he ain't gone to China '
sleep." Of course, Hop meant to make the East- though."
uge went up in the smoke, didn't he?" Wild
erner the butt of a practical joke before he got
.through with him. But first he wanted to do asked. "That's part of the trick. He has a
'lomething that was r.eally my1Jtifying, so he de- chemical 'so powerful when it ignites that it will
ci.,.ded to wait until it got dark before he did so. carry _a ton weight into the air. That gives him

his life b~ making his presence known_. ~fo squatted behind a rock and then began thmkmg hard.
"There's jest this much a~out _it( he n)Uttere~,
under his b1·eath. "Shorty is agm me, Strunk is
putty much that way, an' it won't ta~e much to
make Jerry git that way, too. The·whole amount
of it is that we won't be able to git the best of
Young Wild West an' his pards, anyhow. I've _got
a little gold here in this knapsack, an' I know Jest
where the horses a;re. What I'll do is to git b~ck
_. the1·e without lettin' them feller s know anythm~
~ about it., Then I'll take my share of the grub an
water from the camp an' strike out on . my own
hook. I don't care what happen!> to them fellers,
'cause it wouldn't be long afore there'll be a general fallin' out, anyhow. I know what I'll do, an'
.
.
I'm goin' to do ft.I'
Then he began creeping away, takmg care to
·avoid the spot whei-e hi three companions were
in waiting.
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' his start, and if he isn\ well on his way to China
now, I'm much mistaken." But Rodney was not
going to swallow this. He smiled skeptically, and
then stepped over and peered behind the rock that
was so close to the spot the Chinaman had disappeared from. If . he had done this immediately
he might have discovered Hop, for the instant
the smdke hid him from view he slipped behind
the rock. But he did not stop there, however,
· and moved away softly until he got upon the
highest point in the vicinity, though he was not
more than twenty yards away at that.
"Ain't here, is he?" the E asterner said, as
he turned and looked at the · smiling faces near
him.
"You didn't think he was behind that rock, did
you?" Jim Dart asked, laughingly.
"I don't know whe1•e else he could have got
in sich a hurry. But you can't make me believe
that he went up with .that smoke, an' that•s all
there is to it. He's around here somewhere."
Hop waited for perhaps five minutes and th.en
he made his way to the hollow again and crept
up behind the rock. Rodney, somewhat puzzled,
was trying to explain it all according to liis way
of thinking, thus giving the Chinaman the chance
to sprinkle some more of the powder on the
ground. Having done this, Hop tossed his lighted
cigar upon it, and then there was a flash, and
.up went a big cloud of smoke again. The Chinaman stepped into it instantly, and then called
out;
"Hip hi, hoolay ! M·e comee backee velly
quickee. Me velly smartee Chinee, Misler West ."
The smoke faded away, and there stood the
Chinaman bowing and smiling.
"So that's what you call you1' disappearin'
trick, is it, Hop?" Rodney West asked, nodding
his .head approvingly.
"Lat light," was the reply. "Me velly smartee
Chinee."
"It's sartinly a mighty good trick. Where was
you all the time you was away?"·
"Me go uppee in um sky, but me changee my
, mind and no go to China. Me comee back velly
-muchee quickee,"
. "Up there, eh?" and Rodney pointed to the star!lit sky. "Mighty place to go, ain't it? Jest tell
,me how you done that, will you?" Hop shook his
1
head.
"If me telle you, len you allee samee knowee
likee me," he answered.
·
·"Yes, I rather guess I'd know as much about
ii as you did if you was to tell me how you done
fit. But thaf s all right. Show me some thin'
else, won't you?"
"Me showee you something velly nicee, so be."
Hop was ready for the trick he proposed to
perform. Taking an egg from one of his pockets,
he held it up close to the New York State man,
and told him to look at it sharply.
"I know what it is," West said. "It's an egg,
same as the cook's got over there. I've seen lots
of eggs in my time, so I think I oughter· know
one when I see it now."
"Allee light. Me makee up egg hatchee velly
muchee qi:.ickee."
.
"Go ahead an' let's see you do it."
"Me wa 1tee you hat."
,
L- "My hat!" and Rodney felt of the rather

shabby felt hat he was wearing, and shook his
head in the negative.
"Lat allee light. Me no hurtee."
"I know what you're goin' to do. You're goin' to break the egg in my hat. You can't fool
me that way, Hop."
·
"Allee light, len. Me no showee you um tlick,
so be."
"Oh, if it's goin' to spoil it all, I may as well
let you have my hat. Go ahead. I don't care
if the hat is ruined; I've got a better one than
that with me. I'm only wearin' this old one
'cause there ain't no u se in gittin' the other one
all dirty. Here's my hat. Now, go ahead with
the trick." Hop took the hat, and showing them
all that it did not contain anything, he turned it up and then carefully placed the egg inside.
"Now len, Misler West," he went on, in his
bland way of talking, "you watchee. You come~
light by um fhe and looke in um hat and you
allee see um chickee hatchee velly muchee
quickee."
"Somethin' like that pigeon business I was tellin' you about, I s'pose," Rodney said, nodding to
the young deadshot and his friends. He walked
-over to the fire, which had all but died out, with
the Chinaman. Hop unhesitatingly placed tht
hat upon some oi the live . coals, and then again
bade West watch the hatching process.
Rodney got upon his knees and leaned ove l',
into the hat · for all he was worth. Of course,
it was not long before the hat caught fire, and
as it began to burn, the New York State man . ,
looked and frinned.
"I'm goin to lose my hat all right," he said .
'-'But let her go. I want to see that egg hatch
into a chicken, or a pigeon, or some other kind
of a bird." The hat soon burst into a blaze,
and as it was rapidly bui:ning up Rodney was
forced to hold his head a little further away.
Probably it was just as well that he did so, for
suddenly ' there was a loud report like that of
a pistol, and up went a streak of 1·ed fi re to a
height of almost twenty f eet.
The man from the East let out a yell and turned a back omersault in a hurried effort to get
out of the way. There was much laughter at
this, and disgusted with the Chinaman's sleightof-hand, Rodney West scrambled to his feet .and
went ove.r to where the scout was sitting on a
rock on the watch. Just as he reached him he
caught sight of a moving figure a short distance "
away.
,
"Say," he said to Charlie, "what do you think
of that fool of a Chinee, anyhow?" Then he gave
a nod and pointed in the direction of the moving figure. Charlie understood right away what
he meant, and he saw a man just t s he stopped
in a crouching position less than thirty feet
di stant.
"That heathen kin beat anything I ever seen,"
he said, and then he quickly leveled his rifle at
the crouching figure and called out, sharply:
"Hold up your hands, you sneakin' coyote! I've
got you covered. You can't sneak up that way
without bein' seen." What the scout said last
was quite enough to startle the inmates of the
camp.
"What's the matter, Charlie?" Young Wild
West asked, as he pulled his gun and ran over·
to where the two were standing.
j !>
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rocks, But he did not go more than fifty yards
before a shot was fired and he heard the bullet
whistle past his head. Then he caught sight of
two men backing away. Crang, crang!
The scout fired two shots, hardly taking real
aim, and they both dropped. He ran up to
them, and found one dead and the other dying;
but tl~ere was no knapsack there. While he was
searching about to make sure of it, Wild and Jim
reached the spot.
"Didn't git the right one," the scout said. "But
I'm goin' to git him, ap' don't you forgit it."
Then he started on again. But wild quickly
stopped him.
"Just wait a while till we talk it over, Charlie,"
he said. Perhaps the fellow we have a prisoner
can tell us where we might expect to find Bill
Craven." Then he called to Rodney West to
fetch the prisoner to them. Rodney came on,
holding a revolver against . Shorty's head. ·
"Tell us where we will be apt to find Craven,"
the young deadshot said ..
"Right aver there was where we left the
horses," came the quick reply, and he pointed
out the exa<;t spot.
"He'll get away, then," Jim spoke up. "\Ve
,
had better git the horses."
"A good suggestion, Jim," the young deadshot.
replied, and then he turned and ran back to the ·
camp. Charlie rather reluctantly followed.
"The first thing to do is to tie this fellow and
hold him a prisoner here," Wild said, and then
his two partners lost no time in rendering
Shorty helpless, in spite of the fact that he protested against it and declared that he would stay
there until they came back, and run his chances
of what would be done to him after. The young
deadshot and his two partners were not long in .
mounting their horses.
A1.·ietta felt that she would take part in the
chase, so she ran and got her steed. Hop Wah,
boundt to be in it, too, followed her example. Then
Rodney West saddled his horse, he being the last
to leave. The camp was now in char~e of Anna
and Eloise, and Wing, but the scouts wife declared she would see to it that the prisoner did
not escape.
They all rode over the sandy desert, hot after
Bill Craven. Cheyenne Charlie got the lead, and
as he was very close to the point where the
horses had been left by the four men, he sudd~nly saw a horse and rider going away to the
nght. It was so close by, that, dark as it was,
he managed to draw a bead on the man with
his rifle. Crang ! At that very moment a
trange, humming sound was heard, and then
the star. suddenLy disapJ.>eared from view. A
gust of wind blew the sand in the scout's face
and he knew right away what was the matter. '
. "Hey!'.' he yelled, as Wild and Jim came gallopmg to him. "A sand storm is on us, boys. Look
out, or we'll git lost." Then a loud .roar sounde.d.
and the sand came at ·them so fierce that "they
could scarcely see one another. Wild knew- very ,
well that Arietta was very close to them.
"Et, Et!" he shouted a't the top of his voice
CHAPTER IX.-The Luck A Sand Storm
"This way." There was no answering cry and
Brought.
few· seconds later the giTl dashed up and brought
Cheyenne Charlie was as much angered at him- ~er horse to a halt. The young deadshot quickly
self as he was about what had happened. Bent Jitted her from the saddle, hardly daring to keeP.
·
upon catching the thie he ran on between' the his eyes open.

, "A spy, I reckon," the scout retorted, -y ,itho~t
taking his eyes from the man or lowering his
rifle, "I've got him dead to rights, Wild."
"Come here, you fellow!" the young deadshot
commanded, for even though it was dark he
could see what the rifle was pointing a\.
"Don't shoot!" a voice exclaimed, and then
the man arose to his feet.
"It's one of them four galoots, Wild," Charlie
said, as he walked over and looked sharply- at
the fellow.
"Yes, my name is Shorty," came the reply. "I
heard that shot fired jest now, an' seen the red
fire go up, an' I thought I'd come over an' find
out if anything was wrong." Wild quickly seized
th& villain and dragged him over so he stood
in the light of the lantern. Shorty did not
seem to be a grelt deal frightened at what had
occurred. After a quick look around he asked:
"Have you missed anything?"
"Missed anything!" was the reply. "What do
you mean?"
"Jest what I say. Look around an' see if there
ain't somethin' missin'. Bill Craven sneaked up
here ten or fifteen minutes ago. I followed him
close enough to see that he got behind one of
them tents. I watched for him, an' I seen ..11
come out ag'in. He was carryin' someunn'.
ooked like a bag, or somethin' like that. I went
back to where the other two of u s was watchin',
but he didn't come there. That shows that he's
stole somethin' an' he's sneaked away with it.
Me an' him had a little ro today, an' I sorter
think he's made· up his mind to quit us an' take
what he stole with him."
The man spoke so earnestly that Wild could
not help believing that he was telling the truth.
Arietta quickly ran into the tent, ·and then she
instantly discovered that a big lit was in the
canvas at the back.
"Some one has been here, Wild," she called
out. "Fetch a lantern."
"Just keep a watch for the rest of the gang,
boys," the young deadshot called out, as he nodded to Cha1·lie and Jim. "Rodney will keep this
fellow covered."
"Don't be afraid of me. I ain't goin' to run
away,"_ Shorty answered. When the lantern was
~aken inside the tent, Arietta soon discovered
.
hat was mis ·ing.
"The knapsack that contained the ,nuggets and
the photograph, Wild," she said. "How could
the villain possibly have got here without being
·
seen?"
"We'll have t o ask Charlie that, I reckon," and
•
Wild turned and looked at the scout.
"I reckon, I wasn't watchin' very good, Wild,"
Charlie answered with a shrug of the shoulders.
"Too bad, but I s'pose the blamed heathen is
I can't help lookin' at him
responsible for it.
when he's up to his foolishness. But I'll git
that sneakin' coyote, see if I don't." Then he
suddenly started from the camp, rifle in hand.
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Rodney West and Hop came next, and then all they sat down to.wait until daylight came. Arie~
h ands crouched close to the ground, holding the ta found' a snug place, but when she lay down
bridlereins of their horses so they could not g~t she could not sleep. Her eyes were smarting
away. Some of the horses were forced to lie from the effects of the sand, and she was so
down as a lull came in the sand storm, and this thirsty that i;he could scarcely talk above a whishelped shield our friends f).'Om the flying particles per. It . was the same with the rest for that
of alkali dust. It was not the first time they had matter. But all, even to Rodney W est, stuck it
been caught in a sand storm on the desert,. and out br avely.
It i s not necessary to describe their feelings
the fact that they were but a short distance
from the camp made them think that it would be from then until daylight . But when the first
an easy matter to get back when the storm was light began t o show in t he east it w a s cheering
enough to them, and they s prang to their feet
over.
But instead of abating, the fury of the sand and waited until it should grow light enough fo.r
storm steadily increased, and fifteen minutes from them to find their way back. Half an hour later
the time it struck the wind was blowing a r egular they were able to distinguish objects at quite a
gale, and the sand and dust was so thick that distance. There was still a sort of haze which
they could scarcely breathe. It continued for showed in the red glow that had appeared in the
fully half an hour, and even when it was over eastern sky. They looked aro d for something
the dust remained in the air, so that they could in the way of a landmark, but nothing could they
not see the stars. It was more like a heavy fog recognize as having seen before.
"Well, boys ," the young deadshot said, in a
more than anything else. Waiting until he was
satisfied that it would not strike up again, Young whis per, a s h e walked up to Charlie and Jim, "I
Wild West arose to his feet and, assi sting his reckon we're still lost on the desert. The sand
storm has changed the appearance of things in
sweetheart to rise, said :
"Now then, breathe through your nostrils only, general. Where there were heaps of sand beWe'll try an<i get back to the camp." · They had fore there are now hollows, and where the holto feel even when they mounted their horses, but lows were the heaps may be found. That's the
when he. knew they were in the saddle, Wild call- way it 11,lways i s, you know. It was a fierce
storm, and no mistake."
ed out:
"Now then, follow me. I reckon I can soon
"We'll find our way, a ll right, Wild," Charlie •
lead the way back to the camp." He set out in said, as if he was positive of it. Not knowing
what he thought to be j;he proper direction, not whether the camp lay,_ to the north, east, west or
being able to see . more than twenty feet ahead south, the young deaa shot could not lay a course
of him.
even by aid of the compass he always carried
"Watch for the light of the lantern," was the with him. There was only one thing to do now,
advice of the boy. But when five minutes, passed and that was to take chances. Just as the sun
and no light was to be seen, it occured to him came up they mounted and set out. They rode
that they must have taken the wrong course. for an hour, keeping in a circle, nan-owing it all
He shouted at the top of his voice, but received the time, a-s well. a s it could be judged. But no
no reply. Then all hands joined in shouting, but signs of the camp yet. Several times shots had
been fired, but no answering ones came.
with the same result. .
After a rest the party, all of them pretty welt
"Took the wrong way, Wild," the scout safd.
"Too bad. I never seen a sand storm come up e~austed by this time, set out again. Another
as quick as that one did. I don't know whether ci~le was s tarted, and :-,vhen they judged that
I hit ,that sneakin' coyote or not. But I think they must have gone easily five miles, they sudI did. Jest as I fired the air got full of dust, an' denly came in sight of the handle of a shovel
I couldn't see him or the horse, either." Wild sticking from the ground. Then right before
consulted with his partners, and then they de- them rose a half dozen vultures, flapping their
cided to go to the south. This they did, continuing wings violently a s they flew away. Cheyenne_~ ~
for fully ten minutes, their horses at a walk. They Charlie quickly dismounted, and pulled the shove1 ·
did more shouting then, but there came no an- from its bed. The young deadshot saw what he
swer. They spent fifteen more in going in an- did, and then as he shot a glance ahead he gave
a violent sta~. H e took a half dozen steps
other direction, with the same result.
They rested for about fifteen minutes, for they toward the obJ ect he saw, and t hen came to a
were pretty well exhausted, since they could not s\op .
" H ere we a r e !" exclaim ed Young Wild West as
breathe with any proper degree of comfort. The
search was again resumed, but they could ·not ~he scout ran toward him wit h the shovel. "Here
find their way to the camp. There was no ques- 1s the kn apsack , a nd what is left of Bill Craven
·
tion about it. They wer e lost on the desert. The c:;tmp is l ess than a mile away! "
. "Hooray !". shouted Charlie. The young deadHours after that the search w a s continued, and
at length Wild decided t hat the cha nces were shot saw plamly what the v ultures h a d been doing
that they were g etting fu r ther away from t he when distu rbed. Half buried in the sand lay the
camp all t he while, so there wa s no alternative body of a man. It had been easy for him to
but _for them to remain where they were un_!;.il recogni ze t hat it was Craven, for sure enough
t he knapsac~ la_y at h is side. Th~y all r ode
dayhght came.
"By that time," he said, n odding his h ead to and looked m silence at the remams. Certainly
his companions, "the dust will have been com- the vultures h a d lost no time during the brief, '
ple.tely settled. It's only a case of keeping u s period they had been there. Wild lifted the'
out all night, but I reckon we'll be able to stand knapsack, a nd then Charlie quickly brought the it." Right there on the stand they halted, and shovel int o play and piled a heap of sand upow1
tiflding a place where they could tie their horses, what wa,. lHt -0f the vill · Cra ven.
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"I think you're right, Wild," A1·ietta said, as
she pointed off to the left. "If I am not mistaken,
the camp is right over there. I think I recognize
the shape of the rocks." The boy quickly turned
his eyes in the direction she pointed, and then
with a nod of appl'oval said:
"Right you are, little girl. The sand storm
brought u s some luck, after all, for we have 1·e-covered the knapsack, and I should have hated
to Jose it, especially when it contains the photograph of the widow and the two children, Hurra, hurrah!" All hands joined in giving the cheer,
and then mounting they rode off. Even the horses
seemed to feel that everything was again all right,
for they responded nobly, and five minutes later
they knew they had made no mistake, for they
caught sight of Wing Wah waving his hat. As
they rode u p to the camp, Anna and Eloise, who
had been badly wonied and frightened, were so
overjoyed that they fairly hugged Arietta until
she was almost overcome.
It took some little time for them to begin to
feel anything like themselves, but once they had
washed themselves thoroughly and eaten a good
breakfast, all . ave the smarting of their eyes
had disappeared. Shorty seemed to be a s glad
as any one, and he declared that if he was permitted to go his way he would reform. Wild
thought it over, and decided to Jet him go, and
hen the villain set out, stocked up with water
and provisions, he again declared with tears in
his eyes that he was going to be a better ·man.
That was the last they ever sow of Shorty.
Three days later O'Br ien reached the camp,
bringing with him a dozen men and plenty of
supp1ies. He told them how Mrs. Jennings had
been overcome at the news of her husband's
death, but that she had duly delegated him to
take charge of the claim. Wild looked the spot
over carefully after the men came to work it. He
was satisfied that there was enough there to fix
the widow and o.rphans comfo1·tably for life, and
give O'Brien an excellent chance to feather hi ,,
nest, as well.- The fact was that O'Bri en was
anything but a wealthy man.
'
He admitted that he had squandered enou gh in
his time to make him independent, but declared
that he was done with that sort of a thing, and
. s going to live more· careful in the future. He
uppl>inted Rodney as his foreman, and then the
work began. Our friends did not remain there
but a day after the men arrived to work the
claim. The wiping out of the three villains and
the promised reformation of the other was quite
satisfactory to them all. No one knew just what
had caused the death of Bill Craven. It might
have been Cheyenne Charlie's bullet that laid
him low, or possibly he was thi·own from his
horse when the sand storm struck him, and died
from the tenible bla&t of sand.
Anyhow, it was a pretty sure thing that he
got back to the camp and got a few things together, intending to quit his companions for good,
since the i hovel was found close to him. Where
the vultures had been during the sand storm no
had any idea. But they had gathered quickly
enough to make good headway in disposing of
the remains of the v'illain. Young Wild West
and his friends bade the miners good-by when
th~v were readv to leave the irold mine of the
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desert, and Rodney West was the last one to
shake hands with the young deadshot.
"I feel well paid for Jeavin' York State an'
comin' out here," he said. "I know you're a
cousin of mine, an' I'm proud of you. Some day
I'll go back home, an' then f'll make the folks
of Minerva Township open their eyes. There's
Lew Bennet's kid livin' there, who always laughed
when I told him Young Wild West was a cousin
of mine. I was a little wrong when I told him
you was runnin' a big sheep ranch in New Mexi!i,q; but that don't make no difference. I found
)'ffll, an'. once more I'll tell you that I'm proud
of our relationsnip."
.
"All right, Rodney. Let it go at that. I hope
you'll go back to your big mountains in the
State of New York a rich man. Give all your
friends my regards, and tell them that I may
take a notion some time and show them how to
shoot a buck on the run at half a mile."
"I'll tell 'em that, by jingo! Good-by, Wild!"
"Good-by, Rodney."
As they were riding away, Hop Wah called out
in his shrill, falsetto voice:
"Good by, Misler Lodney West. You no forgittee tellee you fliends how you allee sa.mee
play dlaw pokee with Young Wild West's Clevee
Chinee."
"You bet I won't, Hop. Good-by!"
Then the miners broke into a cheer and our
friends set out for Tombstone. They got there
without mishap, !ind when they got cleaned up,
and were resting at the hotel, they all agreed
that they had experienced one more adventure
that was a little out of the ordinary, and that being lo t on the desert was anythin_g but agreeable.
Ne:,d; week's issue will contain "YOUNG WILD
'\VEST AND THE BROKEN GUN; OR ARIETT A'S QUICK WIT."
.

SAYS WIFE HE KILLED CALLS HIM TO
HEAVEN
When Magistrate Harry Miller, sitting in the
Jamaica Court a few days a.go, finished the docket
and announced that an:v persons who had business
with him could come forward and speak to him,
Sam Fulton, a negro, 40 years old, of 16 Church
Street, Jamaica, al'Ose in the rear of the court
and walked to the Magistrate's bench. Then he
calmly told of having killed his wife with a hammer on Palm Sunday, of slef)ping for severn1
nights in the same room with the dead body and
nnally of having hidden t_he body in the bedroom.
Magistrate Miller instructed d1c:t.ectives to investigate and when they reached the house they
found the bodv whe1·e Fulton said he had hidden
it. He was then arraigned on a charge of murder
·and held without bail.
Fulton told detectives·: "She came down fl-om
Heaven and talked to me. She said she wants me
to .ioin her and told me to tell the pcolice, !;o that
I could be sent to tbe electric chai:· z.nd t-;,.,n join
heT."
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part will lay you liable for heavy damages in
a civil suit."
"I'll risk it," was the grim reply.
THE BOY ENGINEER
A feeling of alarm now took possession of
Frank, for the idea of being put out of his old
Or, Railroading in the Wild West
home was very distressing.
"Can't you give us a little more time?" he
,1
pleaded.
By DICK ELLISON
"No. I've given you two weeks already. That's
enough. If the money isn't ready by to-morrow,
·
out you'll go."
At this moment both were startled by hearing
A Serial Story
• a cough, and, glancing around, they beheld Mr.
Livingston standing near by, intently listening
CHAPTER XVIII.
to every word they said.
He glanced keenly at Frank a moment and
· Fighting the Stri½ers.
said:
"What does this man want, Frank?"
At that moment Frank. was obliged to go on,
· "Despard held a nrortgage on this house for
and the sheriff rode away, while· the train ran
one thousand dollars, sir, and wants to foreclose.
to Newton.
Mr. Livingston was at the depot when Frank I have every reason to believe that Dan paid
the mortgage, but unluckily we can't find his rearrived and he strode over to the boy and said:
"I want to speak to you privately tonight, ceipt for it, · and his attorney now wants the
Frank. Will you be at home about seven or money or we will get put out of here."
"Indeed!" said the president. "Well, it looks
ei~ht o'clock?"
as if he had you. But I guess this matter can
'Yes, sir. Shall I expect you there?"
"You can. We are going to have trouble on be straightened out very easily."
"How so?" demanded the lawyer.
the road to-mQrrO'\\'.."
"Why, I'll assume the mortgage," blandly an'Then your directors refuse to accede to the
swered Mr. Livingston, "if you will agree to redemands of the union?"
"Exactly. There has been a meeting of the. fund my money in case a reciept is found showdirectors, and they absolutely refuse to let their ing that Dan paid the money to Despard." ·
"Very well, assented the lawyer. "I'll agree
employees dictate terms to them."
"Tlte road will be . tied up, then, Mr. Living- to that."
"Then come inside and transfer the property
1,ton."
"So I believe. But if they strike, they dare to me, and I'll give you my check for a thousand
·
not interfere with the m~il train you run, for dollars right now."
"By jingo!" gasped Frank in delight. "I
the United States iovernment has something to
can't thank you enough for that, Mr. Livingston.
sar, about that."
'Then you expect me to work despite the You have saved our home."
"My dear boy, what I am about to do for you
strike?"
is nothing in comparison with what you have
"Most decidedly I do.''
Frank left him, feeling very much troubled, for done for me," replied the old gentleman. "I am
he knew that the strikers were bound to interfere deeply indebted to you, indeed."
They went inside.
with him, even if it were a mail train he ran.
Here the railroad president took up the mortHe went home with Joe, and after they had
gage and took a reciept for his check, whereby
their supper· a ring came at the doorbell.
Frank answered the · summons, expecting it the lawyer personally agreed to refund every
was Mr. Livingston. But to his surprise he saw dollar if it were proven at any time that Dan
Despard's lawyer at the door, and the man scow- O'Hara had paid off the mortgage on his home..
When the lawyer was gone the young enigneer
led at him in an ugly ia&hion.
Frank saw at a glance that ,the lawyer was thanked his benefactor over and over again for
there for no good purpose. . But he controlled what he had done.
"Let u s cut that all out," said Mr. Livingston.
his feelings and said; politely:
"I have other fish to fry just now, Frank."
"Won't you come in?"
"You allude to the expected strike to-morrow,
"No," growled the man. "You know what I
I ·suppose."
want, don't you?"
"Just so. And. now to get down to business.
"The interest on the mortgage-"
I've peen told by the strikers that not even a
"No, the prin'cipal."
mail-car will be permitted to run if the railroad
"But I've told you it was paid."
company 1·efuses to do as they demand."
"Can you produce the receipt?"
"But it is illegal for them to interfere with
"We can't find it, sir."
the United States mails," said Frank. "Even
"Then you'll pay me or get out."
"As you were paid once, you won't be the the Brot~erhood of Engineers don't sanction such
I
•
·
interference."
Isecond time.''
'I am aware of that. But railroading in the
"Is that final?"
Wild "'.est is a far d!fferent J?roposition to the.·
"Yes."
"Very well. If r,ou ain't out of this house by way thmgs are done m the big Eastern cities.
oen to-morrow I 11 have ·you put out on the The question is, are you willing to risk taking
out the mail train?"
dewalk. Do you understand?"
"I most decidedly am. It will be no infringe"Don't be too hasty, sir. An error on your
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The ruffians did not heed the young stoker's
ment on the rules to do · so, and I'll have the
warning and kept on running, , with a felling of
law on my side."
·
"Very well. That settles it. To keep our contempt for him.
But the first man who came in reach of Joe's
charter we must have at least one car go over
the line in twenty-four hours. A complete tie- . weapon got a whack on the head that made him
up would make it impossible to do so. You, see stars, and the next moment Frank was on
therefore, can now understand my anxiety."
his feet and cried:
"Go for them, Joe! We'll show them that
'Shall I have any protection?"
they can't inte1·fere with us in the discharge of
"State militia if necessary."
our duty!"
"Very well. That's all I ask."
-After some further conversation Mr. Livingston departed, and Frank told his mother how
their home had been saved.
CHAPTER XIX.
The good woman was overjoyed at theh good
luck, and even Joe was more than pleased.
Running the Gauntlet.
On the following day the labor union delegates
called on the railroad officials, and Mr. LivingNo sooner had Frank spoken when the four
ston said to them :
men attacked him from all sides. But the next
"At a meeting of tfie board of directors of this moment they had
cause to regret it, for he was
road your demand for an increase of pay above infuriated by the blow
Andy gave him.
the legal rate was duly considered. The demand
He only u sed his fists, but every blow he dealt
was unanimously rejected."
half drunken ruffians made them feel as if
"Then we shall strike," declared the spokes- the
they were kicked by a mule.
man.
The first one caught a smash in the eye which
"Very well, strike. We can't stop you. This knocked
against one of the others, and they
company is paying you at present the same both fell him
to the g:l"ound.
amount of wages that all other raih-oads in the
Biff! went his fist against Andy's jaw, and he
country are paying their men. We decline to measured
give you more. In fact, the earnings of the road with pain. his length on the ground, groaning '
do not wanant an increase in wages."
One of the gang tried to trip Frank up, but
"Is that final,.,Mr. Livingston?"
the boy flung an arm around his neck and pum"Yes, sir."
meled his face till he roared for mercy.
"Very well."
In the meantime Joe caught the remaining man
The men departed, and at noontime every man a thump on the head .with his balestick, and the
on the road quit hi~ job, on strike.
fellow sank senseless beside the man Fl'ank
At four o'clock, when Frank and Joe went knocked out.
down to the yard to report for duty, a picket
"We've got them!" cried Frank, as he released
stopped them at the gate.
his man, and the fellow ran away at the top of
"You can't go in there, Frank, said he in his speed.
threatenin~ tones, as he barred the way. "We
"Hurrah I" yelled Joe, brandishin his stick.
are on strike, you know."
.
"Here's fer another broken head! Clear ther
"Stand aside, Andy; I've got to take out the track, yer villain!"
mail train. Strikes do not affect the mail serThe man he ran for had just risen, but, seeing
vice, you know very well."
Joe bearing down upon him, he took to his heels,
"You'll not run a mail train, or any other but did not go fast enough to escape a terrific
train, I tell you, and if you don't get a,vay out whack on the back.
of this we'll do you up."
"Let them go, Joe," laughed Frank. "The way
Frank looked at the man steadily and saw is clear now, and we haven't any time to waste
that he and the four men with him were under here if we wish to get the mail train out on
the influence of liquor.
time."
Moreover, the boy recognized him as being a
"I'd give a dollar ter jest get in a few more
rough, lawless sort of fellow who had freqUEmtly sockdolagers," said the stoker, as he followed the
1'•" in Jail for. various offences.
young engineer through the gate into the raileeing it was useless to argue with him, he road yard.
Laughing and joking over their encounter with
said:
"The union ain't opposed to my running the the pickets, they hastened over to the round-house
mail train, and you are overstepping your and proceeded to get Old 24 ready for her 1·un
authority in trying to prevent me from doing so. to Bison City.
Let me pass!"
Just as they coupled onto the mail-car and a
He gave the man a shove and attempted to pas5enger coach, Mr. Livingston came out of the
go ahead, but with a fierce imprecation the rufoffice with Charley White, the train dispatcher,
fian dealt him a blow in the face that knocked and held a hurried conversation.. with Dick Rand,
him down.
the conductor; Pet@ Roy, the mail agent, and
"Come on, fellows I" he shouted, excitedly, to
Bill Sanders, the superintendent. ·
his friends. "I'm going to do this scab up, and
T}ien the president came toward the cab, and
I want you to help me."
the .others boarded the passenger-coach. Frank
The gang made a rush at the fallen boy, but wondered what they were up to.
Joe J)icked up a balestick which laid on the
Pausing beside the cab, Mr. Livingston smiled
ground near by, and, leaping between Frank and and nodded to the two boy,, and then · said:
the crowd, he shouted :
"I heard you had a fight at tJ:ie gate."
'Stand back, there, yer cowards! Stand back,
or, by golly, l'11 break yer heads with this club!"
( To lie r.ontim,.ern
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ITEMS OF INTEREST
SNOWS OF DAKOTAS.
Though North and South Dakota are much
tolder than New York State in winter, they have
f ar less snow.
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ened. Douglas said that for a long time patrons
of his drug· store thought he put the spectacles
on the dog as an advertising stunt.
SUBMARINE RAMS WHALE
A clash between the big navy submarine v:1
and a huge whale, in which the whale came off
second best, was reported by the crew of the undersea craft on arrival here from Key West, Fla.
The whale's back was believed to have been
broken by the impact in the collision, which occurred under water off Cape Cod. The V-1 was
unhurt.
The V-1,' one of the largest under-water craft
in the world, was putting into Provincetown late
the other day, according to Lieut. Comma nder
Sherwood Picking . Off Lonfi Point the submarine
submerged. As she was coming up the crew felt
When they
the submarine strangely jarred.
reached the surface a great whale 58 feet long
was found bent about the bow of the V-1.
The crew put three harpoons into the big
creature and towed it into Provincetown so t hat
t he populace might see the submarine's first capture. Later the submarine towed the carcass out
to sea and sank it.

LAUGHS

•

FORTY-INCH GLASS
The largest refrac:ting telescope in the world
"What were your father's last words?:'
i s in Yerkes Observatory, at Williams Bay, Wis. ' "Father had no last words. Mother was wit!
The
inches.
40
I t has an object glass measuring
him to the end."·
l argest reflecting telescope is at the Canadian
six
Hill,
g overnment labor atory on Little Sanitch,
Small boy-"Ten cents' worth of castor oil,
Jniles from Victoria, B. C.
please." Druggist~"The tasteless kind, I · presume?" Small boy-;-"No ! It's for father!"
PROTECTING GL""ASS
Waiter-"You made that fellow eat his words,
Several folds of ordinary window screen will
completely protect a flask or beaker from break- eh?" Chef-"Bet cher life." · \:Yaiter-"I trew
ing, even over a hot _gas flame. The screen con- his letter inter de hash!'
ducts the heat away from the gases of the fire.
Mamma-"Ikey, vat you vant for yer birt'day?"
If appreciable air spaces exist between the layers
the flame m·•y be toned down from a sharp to a Ikey (after a pause)-"A box of matches."
Papa (proudly)-"Such a peesness man he'll
g ently diffused heat.
make."
HIS SEVEN-YEAR WALK GIVES HER
Stranger-Pardon me, madam; out here on this
DIVORCE
Seven years ago Clark Lohman of Beacon, N. historic battlefield you are weeping. Woman-Ah
. Y., went out for a walk. Perhaps along Enoch me I My husband fought in this battle. Strange;
Arden lane. Thaj ~ind of a divorce has just been - I see. And he was killed? Woman-No, he ,,
-. .....
granted Mrs. Adelaide Lohman by Supreme Court lived, and I married him.
Ju &ice A. H. Seeger. Lohman Jiad become melan"What would you do if you could play the piano
choly prior to his departure, his wife _d eclared.
as well as I can?" asRed the young lady of the
She believes he is dead.
housemaid. "Shure, an' Oi wouldn't get discouraged at all, at all!" replied the girl. "Oi'd kape
HIS CROSS-EYED DOG CURED BY
roight on larnin' till Oi could play it dacently."
SPECTACL'ES, OWNER SAYS
The wearing of a pair of spectacles by Ling
Augustus (no longer the youthful)-"Well
)"oi, a pedigreed chow do~ has practically there's
comfort; they say at forty a man i~
-straightened the animal's cross yes, according to either a_one
fool or a 1_physician." Angelina (nearly
i ts owner, C. G. Douglas, a druggist, of 405 Bergenline Avenue, Union City, N. Y .. Dougias ex- swallowmg a yawn)-"Are you a physician,
f>lained that a veterinary had advocated the treat- then?" Augustus-"No," Angelina-"Oh !"
pient and h'ow several months ago he had obtained
, ~p~cial lenses and placed the spectacles on Ling
Mr. Richly-"! think a great strnng man like
IF01.
you ought to be a shamed to ask a stranger fo..r
At first the dog- did not like the spectacles, said money." Bad Mike-"! guess I oughtn't, mister,Douglas, but it soon became accustomed to them, but I've got a kind heart an' I hate to tap you on
,and its eyes ha'Ve slowly but surely been straight- de block and take it away from you."
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"Never you mind. I swear, also, that you will ,
be mistress of Denton Hall."
"You must be careful, mother. If father sees
• you around here, you are lost."
"I will not be seen. In less than five minutes I,
"I tell you, Richard Denton, that if you wed that
Hasten after the young fool. '
bold, intriguing woman, I will cut you off with a will be disguised.
Insist on his marrying you this very evening.
slu1ling."
the old villaip."
Thus spoke Squire Denton, the ma.ster of Den- Leave me to settle with
that night Squire Denton reton Hall, and the owner of one of the finest estates · ) At nine o'clock
ceived private yet positive information to the
in England.
/" The old squire was a tall, stern-looking man, effect that his weak-minded son had married Alice
with hard, prnmin.e nt features and determined Jones in Leeds that evening.
"My, heaven!" he groaned, "my son joined in
.
gray eyes.
. His only son, Richal'd, who was standing before weJ!lock to the daughter of a notori_o us criminalhim in the woods, was a timid, weak-minded look- the vilest creature on earth. I will cast him out
forever."
-ing young man of effeminate appearance.
The angry father immediately dispateched a
"I have promised the lady, father," he replied,
messenger for Lawyer Barton, who had charge of
as he fumbled hls watch chain.
"The young lady, forsooth! Why, she is onlly my his legal affairs, summoning him to the hall on
gardener's daughter. As to your pn,mise, I'll soon the following morning to make hls will.
Richard Denton was to be cut off with a single
settle that point. You will set out for the continent to-morrow, and that jade will not set eyes smiling, and the immense estate was to be left
•
to a distant relative.
.
~y~ap~"
When the old squire retired to bed that night
. -"I love Alice Jones, father."
the time with he was exited and uneasy.
"Tush! She has bewitched you
He was a brave man, and he was not superstilier bold, 9andsome face. She is. plotting to become mistress of Denton Hall. Obey me, or I will tious, yet he could not help muttering:
"Would that I had made my will before re/
1 cut you off in my will."
The squire whlstled to his dogs, and tu:rned ti-ring. If I should die to-night that virago will be
away, leaving the weak young man standil;)g in the mistress here."
While pondering over his son's unfortunate
wood like one who had received his death sentence.
_ He had proceeded but a short distance th1·ough marriage he fell into a slight doze, from which he
ihe wood, when at tall young woman sprang out was awakened by a slight noise at the back of the
curtained bedstead.
cm the path before him.
"What can that be?" he muttered.
"You here?" cried the squire.
"It is your death signal," hissed a fiendish' voice
"Yes, I am here, and I was there!" cried the
in his ear.
young woman, in excited tones.
Before the stern old squire .could raise his voice
Her eyes were flashing with anger as she held
her hat in one hand and placed her arms akimbo, · or move a limb in his own defense he received a
.while she regardecl the squire with an expression stunning blow on the temple .
-of deep hatred.
Fifteen minutes later, two male figures stole
"What do you want with me?" demanded the through the garden at the back of Denton Hall,
squire, in stern tones.
and strode toward the wood, where the squire had
"Your son will marry me this very night, and I encountered Alice Jones.
will be mistress of Denton Hall." •
"We have made a good haul to-night, Bill," re-.
"If my foolish son weds you to-night, I will dis- ma1·ked one of the men.
inherit him to-morrow. You will never be mis"That we have. The old fellow's hash is cooked
tress of Denton Hall."
in the bargain."
The old squire was about to turn away, when
On the following morning there was a fearful
·
the young woman cried: -·
uproar at Denton Hall.
"Beware, Squire Denton!,. I love your son, and
The old squire was found murdered in his bed,
e loves me."
money, jewels and plate were missing, and the
bedroom was in great disorder:
'Tush!"
Detectives were summoned from London and
''Tush! The okL aristocrat treats me with scorn.
Well, the jade will yet be mistress of Denton Hall. from Leeds, the squire's son was s.e nt for, and a
large reward was offered for the apprehension of
I swear it-I swear it!"
She w""s turning a·way to seek her weak-minded the burglarious murderers.
When Richa1·d Denton was asked where e had
lover when a middle-aged woman appeared on the
spent the previous night, he confessed that he had
path before her.
The woman resembled the young girl in every wedded Alice Jones, the gardener's daughter, ·n
secret, and that they had put up at a humble hotel
feature as well as in manner.
"You made a mistake in appealing to that heart at Leed's under assumed names.
A.nd so the gatdener's daughter became mis.
of flint, _A lice," she said.
"I know it, mother but I could not bear to be in- tress at Denton Hall.
About a month after the murder Tom Jones was
sulted."
"Well, well, you go out and seek Richard and induced to emigrate to America by his_self-willed
take hlm to L&ecls with you. Force him to wed daughter.
Six months elapsed after the murder, and yet no
you tonight. The arrangements are al\ made for
~e wedding. Trust me to settle with that ar- trace of tire perpetrators of the deed had been dis.
covered .
rogant old humbug. I hate hlm, also."
Ai; the t?entry of the neil!"hborhood woulcl not as' "How will you settle with him?"

. RICHARD DENTON~S FOLLY
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sociate ,vith the gardener's daughter, the st rongwilled woman forced her weak husband to take up
an abode in London.
,
They were scarcely installed in the London
house when Alice remarked:
"My mother is going to live with us, Richard."
"Your mother, Alice! Why, I-I-always understood that she was a-a--"
"I know what you would say. My mother h~s
been belied. She is an injured woman. I will
have my way. She will live with u s."
And the willful-woman had her way.
· · Richard Denton had learned to f ear his young
wife, and he soon learned to fear the mother-inlaw a great deal more.
She drank brandy to excess ; she was addicted
to gambling, and she received visitors who would
'not be admitted into any respectable house.
Among those visitors was a Captain Todd, wfio
boasted that he had served with great honor in
India.
Richard Denton was a silly fellow, but he was
a1·oused at last .
Among his college friends residin~ in London
was a manly dare-de'1il kind of a feHow named
·Jack Watson,' and to this friend Dick Denton unburdened himself.
· Jack Watson was engaged a s an inspector or
detective for one of the leading insurance companies of London, and he was often employed_in
'\' -Jl'Y intricate affairs.
"You want to get rid of the mother-in-law, I
see? " he asked.
"And Captain Todd."
"Call me a cad if I don't fix the pajr of them in
short order, providing you give me full sway in the
whole matter."
'I will if you will_ guarantee that my dear wife
do'e s not' get in trouble."
"Hang your mother-in-law. All right about
your wife. I'm going to dinner with you to-day.
Intreduce me as your dear friend, and don't be
jealous if I make love to your handsome wife."
After dinner the cards were introduced, a nd
Jack was very fortunate.
Captain Todd cheated in a slovenly manner, but
the jovial Jack managed to beat him by clever
sleight-of-hand _tricks.
.
.
And all the time · he was watching the wife and
the mother-in-law who were indulging in large
quantities of brandy and soda at a side table.
The three men played . 011 doubling the stakes
now and again; arid still Jack Watson continued
to win la1·ge sums, while he was getting uproariously drunk at the same time-to all appearance.
Then the card playing was suspended, as Captain Todd had no more money to lose.
"Confound it all," groaned Jack, as he reeled to
a sofa. "I am used up. Pardon me, ladies, if I
take an hour's nap."
The ladies did pa rdon him, and Jack• was soon
snoring awa-y at a "go-as-you-please" rate.
"How much has he won, captain?" inquired Mrs.
Jo11es, when they were all a ssured that the guest
was in a drunken sleep.
"Over two thousand. pounds, Alice. You must
soon mi\ke anothe1· call upon your husband's
purse."
· "I won't do it."
"You must!" cried her mother.
,At last the quarrel was settled by the young
1

·wif e a g reeing to demand a large amount of money from her hus~and_ on the following morning, and
the gay captam kissed each of the ladies in turn
snee-rin g :
"We must stick together, my dears."
H e then approached the snorer, and he was
about to d1·aw a roll of banknotes from Jack's
pocket when the latter sprang up suddenly struck
the rascal on the head with a life-preserver and
knocked him senseless to the floor.
"Don't stir ladies," he c1·ied, a s he advanced on the a stonished woman, holdin?. a pistol in each
hand. "You are my prisoners. '
"Your prisoners !" gasped the mother, as her
flushed face grew pale. "What can you mean?''
"I mean that I have heard every word that
you uttered tonight, woman. That fellow is the
famou s burglar, Bill Croft, and you are his accomplice. You murdered and robbed old Squire
Denton on the night of your daughter's marriage."
The virago made a sprin g at Jack, drawing a
knife from her breast at the same moment, as she
cried:
·
"I'll soon shut your mouth."
Jack fired and the woman fell dead .
"Oh, spare me-spare me," cried the young wife,
"for I am innocent! "
The young wife burnt a blood-ve;;sel and died
protesting that it was his paramour who had dispatched the unfortunate man.
Dick Denton was placed in a private a sylum,
where he died soon after.
Strangely enou g h, it was soon discovered that
Jack Wat;;on wa;; the legal heir to the great
estate, an cl he was placed in possess ton .
NIAGARA HERO SLIPS 0N ORANGE PEEL
AND DIE.S
The death of ·Bobby Leach, r eported from
Christchurch, New Zealand, removes one of the
most picturesque figures from the Niagara district. Besides going over the falls in a barrel on
July 25, 1911, Leach many times defied death in
sensational stunts there.
He successfully negotiated the Whirlpool Rapids
in a barrel, dropped with a parachute from the
upper a r ch bridge over the gor ge, and from an
airplane over the falls, he perfor med many other
similar f eats of daring.
·
Those who knew him here feel that nature_
played an ironic joke on him in terminating ~ -~
life by the most prosaic of accidents-a slip on
an orange peel on the sidewalk. ·
Leach's last exploit here was late last Fall when
he attempted to swim the lower river just below
the fall s. He failed when he tried to, recover
his false teeth, which fell out, and was brought
back to shore by a boat that had been following
him.
The feat was successfully accomplished a week
or so later by William (Red) Hill, veteran Canadian riverman, causing Leach much chagrin.
With his wife and young daughter, Leach left
this city late in October, 1925, for twenty-ni ne
weeks in vaudev'lle in Australia, New Zealand
and _South Africa. He proposed -1:iowing motion
pictures of his feats . in his vaudeville appear~
ances.
He sent back a few newspapers telling of hi;:~
&ucces · on the vaudeville tour.
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GOOD READING
THIEVES' LANGUAGE.
"Peddler's French" w as .a term u sed for th e
, speech of thieves and b~gars of London a century or so ago.
INDIAN POPULATION INCREASING
The India n population of the United States is
344,303, an incrna se during the last year of 1,144.
Oklahoma continues to lead among the States
with a total of 119,290, Arizona being second with
43,015. Delawa re reported two Indian inhabitants
and West V irginia seven.
SHOCKED SPARROWS
David L. Beach of Athol found a large number
of sparrows a ppar ently lifeless on the ground
early one morning. H e picked them up and one
by one they rev ived. It i s believed that all had
been shocked in an electric storm of the night before while in some trees.

'>

HUGE NEW X-RAY
To reduce the cost of treatment and increase its
effectiveness, an X-ray tube has been invented
which is said t o r adiate five or six times as many
curative r ays a s ordinar y tubes. Thus the time of
exposure is cut down. Another process is being
pei-fected to extend the use· of the X-rays to inter
nal cancer .
NEW RADIUM DEPOSITS.
A Belgian mission sent. to th e Katanga district
of the Congo is said to have found extensive
radium-bearing deposits. During the war a Belgian sold in London colcolite rich in radium. He
refused t o divulge its source, but the Belgian
Governmen t immediately instituted a search that
led to th e Ka tanga countr y.
KILL 300 WOLVES IN MONTH.
State wolf hUJ1ters in the Upper Peninsula de• · yed mot·e than 300 wolves a month during the
spring. Sam Bennett of Kenton and his dog
Sandy a r e the ch a mpi on wolf hunters of Michigan. Mr . Bennett has hunted and t rapped most
of his life. His dog· is s ixteen years old. Sandy
and his owner did awa y with twenty-eight wolves
in a little over a m ont h . When a den is located
the wolves are dug ou t and kill ed oy shipped to
the Sta t e Ga me F arm a t Mason.

THE COW WHIPPED THE RATTLER.
. Cattle pastu r ing or browsing in localities infe sted by rattl esna kes detect th e dangerou s _presen<:e of th e 1,eptiles by scent, a f act which observation and experiment have positively establi,· hed.
As. a rul e. when a r a ttl esnake is thus scented , the
a_J!imal will either hasten away from th e spot or
change th e direction of its feeding. ..
Deer al so detect rattlesnakes by scent, but, instead of retreating from the reptile, follow up the
scent and attack the rattler or rattlers. They
have a deadly hatred for the venomous snakes,

and destroy large nurnbers of them by tramping
them to death with their fore feet, which they
handle so dexterously that a snake once attacked
by them rarely escapes.
The rule of retreating from the proxi,mity of
1·attlesnakes on the part of cattle was broken the
other day by a fine Alderney cow that was pasturing on an old meadow on Bald Hill, a locality
up South Branch, Pa., with a wide reputation for
rattlesnakes. There were several cows in the field,
and a boy who was crossing it noticed that first
one and then another one of the cows, as they fed
along toward a boggy place, raised her head,
sniffed the air, and then turned away from the
spot. The boy knew that the cows had scented a
rattlesnake. and all but one of them avoided it.
That one was the Alderney cow. She stood stilJ.
with her head raised for a moment,,.and gave it a
peculiarly ugly shake, and fed on directly toward ·
the spot where the snake was lying. The cow had
gone but a few steps when the snake sprang its
rattles. The cow stopped and hesitated between
retreat and holding her ground. Looking ahead,
the boy discovered the rattlesnake lying by a bog
a few feet beyond where the cow stood, ;md hlJ
started to drive her away from her datiger, but
she Ji~d made up her mind by this tim e, and with
a v1c1oull bellow, she rushed forward with her
head lowered to catch the snake on her horns. The
rattler made his strike, and sank his fangs in the
cows lower lip. The cow shook the snake loose
and backed away, iashing her sides furiously with ·
her tail, while the rattler coiled again in expectation of another attack.
The cow stood still a moment, and then, with a
louder, madde1· beJlow than before, da shed once
more upon the snake. This time the rattli!r struck
his assailant in the nose.· Again he was shaken
loose and the cow plunged upon him a s he coil ed
f(!r a third_ stri~e a_n d planted both fore feet upon
him, crushmg !;um m several places. Still the r attler continued to fight, trying to coil and strike
but the cow trampled him again under her feet
and c_ont~nued ~rampling him until the r eptile was
ground mto bits. During- th e fight between the
~ow and the ratt]er the other cows stopyed feed~ng and :5tood gazm~ at the contest with head high
m the air and flashmg eyes, as if they had understood th e deadly peril of their companion. If th ey
did th ey ha_d good reason, fo r, a lthoug-h the co,v
got home with the other s that afternoon , she died
from the effects of the rattlesnake' bites an hour
later .

"Moving- Picture Stories"
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INTERESTING A'RTICLES
DOG'S BARKING A CRIME
When a dog barks at night in Japan the owner
fs arrested and sentenced to work for a fixed time
for the neighbors .;vhose slumbers may have been
disturbed.

THE MYSTIC NUMBER SEVEN

Not only the ancien"ts,-but many people of the-pre5ent day, highly revere the number seven, a number derived from four, signifying the natural,
and three, signifyilfg the spiritual world.
Pythagoreans deemed seven the pel'fect number,
COMPRESSED WHEAT
because it was made up of three and four-the
An odd suggestion comes from England as to triangle and the square-two perfect figures.
conserving wheat, says the Scientific American. It
God added His seven days to Hi& promised
is proposed to crush or rough grind wheat, then patience toward the old world; clean beasts an:d
soften with superheated steam and compress in birds were taken into the ark by sevens. The
hard blocks and store until wanted, when a simple ark rested in the seventh month, and doves were
crushing process would fit it f1>r flour manufac- sent out at interval& of seven days.
ture.
The years of plenty and famine in Egypt and
their emblems were by sevens. The seventh day
was blessed and made holy by the Creator, and
KEEPING HOUSEHOLD ICE
the seventh year was ordained a Sabbath of rest
A Manchester, N. H., woman has used the same to the land; the &eventh time seventh year ·wa1!
piece o~ ice since Christ~as. She had _to put food the jubilee. •
.
1n the ice chest to keep it from freezmg because
The great feasts were observed for seven days.
he1: pantry is not heated. The ice kept the food
Seven priests with seven trumpets surrounded
in condition, and as it melted it froze in the pan Jericho for seven days, and seven times seven
beneath and was ready for repla~ment.
on the seventh day. And we find in Revelations
the seven churches, seven candlesticks, seven-.
star.s, seven seals, .seven trumpets, seven thunders; /
• NIGHT PROWLERS
seven vials, seven ,plagues; seven angels and sevByrd Shiriers, of Big Laurel, Va., was losing en-headed monster.
·
some of his fowls from the poultry house, and,
Seven, as tr.anslated, means sufficiency, fullness.
believing a fox to ,b e the thief, he set a larg,e trap. Seven in Scripture often signifies a great, a co.n;iThe next night he heard a great commotion at plete number.
the poultry house, and someone cry out as if in
Seven years was the period o.f repentance, and
great pain. Mr. Shiriers dresseti himself hastily the prophet praised God .seven times a day.
and ran out to investigate. He caught the tihlef,
A leprous person, house or garment was maiie
_ but the marauder was no ,fox, but proyed to be a clean by dipping or sprinkling seven times.
man, who promised to never do the like .again, and
Samson kept 'his nuptials seven days. Seven
was allowed to go to his home and plast~r his locks were shaven from him, and he was bound by
wounds.
seven -withes.
·
The first temple of Solomon was .seven years
in .building, and the second was built by ZenibBRAINS GOOD AS GRAN'.Q.PA'S?
'
Brains of New Orleans, La., youth will be pit- babel, after seventy years of .captivity.
The theological ladder had seven rounds, re2
ted against brains of New Orleans youth of fifty
years ago. Eighth grade examination papers ferring to the fl!i1ar cardinal and· three theological
·
and the gTades registered half a century ago have virtues.
Seven is required to make perfect lodge, wil!1,i.-been unearthed bv the school board. . Four subjects are covered, United States history, arithme- seven officers, and the summit of ancient cra-t:-r-"'
tic, geography and English grammar. The same masonry is said to be reached when the three
tests will be given to the children of the present iodge and four chapter deip-ees are taken, and
eighth grades and comparisons of the two periods the august mysteries are discovered.
In Persian mysteries were seven caverns, in the
will be made.
.
Gothic, . seven obstructions were called the "road
of the seven stages."
CHARGED RIVER KILLS DOG
· There were' seven "champions of Christendom,"
A &trange accident happened some time ago, "seven
wise men of Greece" "seven wonders of
at Labonne, near Lausanne. Mme. Piaget saw the
"seven sleepers," ;i.nd Rome was called
'her sheep dog run down the bank to the river the world,"
city." Then the names of our
for a drink, lick the water and then fall dead. seven"seven-hilled
days Game from seven deities of the Goths.
,;She informed a gendarme, who, accompanied by
Seven altars burned before the god Mithras;
another man,, descended to recover the body of
the dog. When they touched the animal both and the Hindoos supposed the world to be ·inclosed·
·
were knocked down by a violent electric shock within seven peninsulas.
We might go on indefinitely. The subject is
and for several minutes remained senseless.
The river had been electrified by the escaping inexhaustible, for, as we have seen, the figure..
energy from a near-by factory. After the acci- seven plays a most conspicuous part not only i:ni;, •
dent& the current was cut off and an expert was theology, but in history, astronomy, mythology<<
and masonry, and it is not to be wondered at that·· '
summoned to make an examinatioll.
Mme. Piaget intends to sue the in·oprietor of we have come to regard it as sacred, and alto-Cl
gether above every other number.
the factory for the loss of her dog.
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FROM EVERYWHERE
WHERE SKIN IS THICKEST.
The skin on the palm of the ~and is norma~ly
twenty times as thick as the skm on the_ eyehd.
:J'he palms of the _workingman are even thicker.
U. S. WOODCUTTING
One hundred million cords of wood are cut for
fuel annuallv frorn__the forests and wood lots of
this country.
-

------

WHERE ARE INDIANS?
Twenty-eight of the forty-eight Stat_es of the
Union have Indi: n residents among then· populations.
INTERESTING ITEMS
Dr. B. Eberle of Basel, Switzerland, collected
the blood that flowed from severe hemorrhages
and reinjected it into the patients. Seven out of
twelve cases recovered .
TOURISTS ROLLS OFF PYRAMID TO
DEATH
A Czecho-Slovakia tourist recently !'lipped en~oute to the top of the great pyramid, rolling
down the slope of the 450-foot monument to his
death.

uring their movements and noting how long each
rested on a single group of words and calculating
from that their speed in reading the two classes
of selections. It was found that the eye is never
absolutely still, for when -p hotographing a member
fixed on a single spot, its edges left a hazy outline on the negative.
The selections read were in both English and
Chinese, taken from a magazine article. The
Chinese was set both horizontally and vertically
for various · experiments. It was found that at
each reading pause the ,eye perceived a greater
number of words of ve1-tical type than of horizontal, while a greater number of vertical words
were r -::ad each second than were horizontal words.
The vertical reading matter, which Dr. Miles
found to be more efficient, if applied to newspaper
and magazine columns in the United States
would bring about this change: You would commence reading at the upper right-handed corner
of the column or page and read down, progressing by columns from right to left. Each succeeding letter of a word would be set beneath its
predecessor rather than alongside. Punctuation
marks to indicate pauses, ~entences and para•
graphs would be used as at present.

RADIUM IN THE DEPTHS OF THE SEA
Radioactive substances have been found by ProSEND BLOOD BY MAIL
fessor Joly, the distinguished physicist of the UniCountry doctors can now ·sen_d a specime~ of a versity of Cambridge, to be far more abundant in
patient's blood through the mail and have 1t co~·-. the deposits on the floor of the , deeper parts of
i-ectly analyzed in the most up-to-date metropoli- the ocean than in any terrestrial rocks or earths.
tan laboratories hundreds of mile away. Dr. This has been learned from an examination of
Henry J. John of the Cl_eveland Clinic ~escribes samples of the bo\tom mud brought home by rea vacuum tube fo1· collecting and preserving blood cent deep-sea dredging expedition s, especially
samples. It will hold about one and a half cubic that lately conducted by John Mu;rray in the
.·nches of blood and contains a small quantity of Michael Sars. These radioactive substances are
a drug, fluoride thymol, in the form _of a powder, mainly inherent in the red clay which constitute.:!
which prevents the _blood fr~n_i cl?tting_ an~ pre- the floor of the abysses, the various other muds
serves it in the origmal cond1t1on -m which 1t was and oozes, which are more or less calcareous in
piken from the patient. The tube is easily used their nature, forming at medium depths, because
and will doubtless prove of great value not only the carbonate of lime constituting the shells of
to the practitioners who do not have access to a molluses and of many kinds of animalcules are
J oratory, but to insurance companie, , :p,.any of wholly dissolved before they reach the greater
· ·ch are now requesting blood sugar tests of depths. Hence oozes composed of limy materials
appficant. for policies.
.
can be laid down only in ·comparatively shallow
water. 'l'his red clay, characteristic of the bottom
wherever it is more than about two and one-half
CHINESE EASY TO READ
miles beneath the surface, is a clay deposit derived
Chinese oldest of languages, is commonly principally from wind-carried volcanic dust and
tho.ught of as_ the most difficult. Bu~ thi s is an pumice c!ecomposed by long exposure to the chemerror, if the difficulty of the language 1s measured ical action of sea-water. It contains nodules of
by the speed with which it may be read.
manganese iron, certain crystals, round particles
Prof. Walter R. Miles, of the Department of of meteroic origin. and spicules from silicious aniExperimental P sychology of Leland Stanford malcules (radiolarians), and has imbeddeu in it a
University, and Eugene Shan, a graduate student, profusion of flinty ~hark,:' teeth and the dense ear
in a series of comprehensive tests have learned bones of whales, alway~ coated with a mineral
that Chinese may be read more rapidly than crust. Many of the shs. :ks' teeth are of extinct
English, and that .type set ve1:tically is mo1·e effi- species known otherwise by fossil remains, which
cient and cause Jess eye stram than tYIJe set as is one evidence of the e: 1tl'emely low rate of the
is that, according to Science Magazine.
deposition of this clay , ilere almost no material
1n arriving at these conclusions, Dr. Miles made from · the far-away lan.i can be added to it. It
use of eleven Chinese students, all of whom were seems impossible to gel any data as to what th,,
boi·n in China and were brought up on "vertical rate of deposit may be, but it must be inca.'.<t'uh.bly
r --w~n " ""rs" · th11t is, on Chinese print reading slow; and to this fact is probably due its excesup. and down'. He photographed their eyes, meas- sive richness . in radium.
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OUR TEN-CENT HAND BOOKS

LATEST ISSUES

Useful, Instructive, and Amusing. They contain
Valuable Information on Almost
Every Subject.

1183 Young Wild West nnd the Lone Cabin; or, '!.'he
Raiders of the Gorge.
1184 " Trnpped In n Canyon; or, Arlettn's Swing For
Life.
1185 " At A Redskin Pow-Wow; or, Doomed To Die
At The Stake
1186 " and the Doomed llllne; or, Arlettn's Life 11.t
Stake.
1187 " Racing For II Ranch; or, Spitfire On IDs Mettle.
1188 " Morl,etl By llfPxicn ns; or, Arletta and tlie Senor.
1189 " 11nd the "Sfh•pr Kid," or, The Dnntly of the
Gulch.
1190 " nnd the Yellow Bull: or, Arletta's Daring E~ll9l
J1!l'l

J l!l'.l
ll94

"
"
"

"

1195

•·

110G

"

1197

"

<'IIPC

Sursoundl'd Bv Deutb; or, The St•,·rn Sticks of
n:vnnmfte.
fltnki11g n Cl11im: or. Arlf'ttn On . Gnar<. .
GrPnsPr Cha•": or. Th~ Ontlnws or the Rorder.
Swinging a Lariat: or, Arietta and the Wild
Hors""·
Booming n Cnmp; or, The Shot that Opened a
Gold l\finP.
nncl th!' "Rusted' Mining Camp ; or Arletta
RR

nn A tt<>tlonfl'f'r.

()11stfni,: th.- Ontlnws, or, Th<' Clean Up At
Fn11cy Flat.
1108 " nn<l thP TrPasure of the Lnke: or, llop \Vah'•
~fap:ic Trick.
UOO " flossing A Catt!~ R1\llcb; or. Arletta Cornered
Ily Rustlers.
'200 " Trr.pplng the Redskins; or, Tl1e Last Raid of
Crn7.y TTorsP.
1201 " nnd the Cave Gn ng: or. Ari!'tfo's Desperate
Shot.
1202 " L08t In the Rockl!'s: or, The Luck a Grinly
RrOU!?ht.
1203 " El<'cted ft f'hlef: or, Arietta and the P11poM~.
J' :i-1 "
and "Stlnl?Pr .Tnck"; or, The Blnfl' 'l'hat
,vouldn't w.,rk.
1205 " nnd the Tricky 'l.'rnpper; or, Arietta After BlA
Gftme.
1206 " (lh·lng It ~trnight; or. The Wol'st Camp Q( All.
1207 " Gunning fnr Gunmen; or, Arietta nnd thP
Greaser Ruffian~ .
l.208 " Surrounded by Goh!; or, A Treasure \Vortb a
m1111on.
1209 " Bnfl'llng DPntb: or. Ar!Ptta ond th<> Chasm .
1210 " and the Rockie R~ Regnlnrs: or, Saving n Compn ny or Cavnlry.
1211 " "Busting" a Show; or, Arlctt., nncl the Actr-iss.
1215 " Locating II Lode; or, The Orphnns of Bowle
Bar.
J212 " and the Broncho Boss; or, Catching n Crnrty
Cattleman.
1213
At Six Spot Flat; or, The Joke That Made a
Fortune.
1214 " Trnpped by Greasers; or, Arlettn and the
Secret Passage.
1216 " GovernmPnt Contract; or, Arietta nnd th e Pony
Express.
1217 " Bil? Round -Up; or, The Champion Roper or the
1218 " T!~1!· :i~;t~~- or, Ariett1t nnd the• Raiders.
1219 " and the Golden Image; or, Lured to the Valley
of Death.
1220 " Balking a Raid; or. Arietta's Leap for Liberty.
1221 " Hunting in the Sjerras; or, Arletta and the
Cinnamon Benr.
]222 " Saving the Jllock-house; or, Ariett1t and the
Allies Anttnck.
1223 " nnd thP Redskin Traitor: or, The Siege in the
Sa,Hl Hills.
12'24 " H.plding II Hercl : or, Arlettn's Fi<'l'Y Rnce
1225 " nnd the Ten Cow-Punchers; or, B es ling a Bad
Bunch.
122G " Caught in n Cavern; or, Arletta's Shot In the
1227
1228

"
"

1229

"

1230

"

1231

"

1232_ "

Dark.

•

DiYicling the Gold: or, Settllng a Claim Di sp ute.
After the Trail Thieves: or, Ari etta's RoundTJ1>.
And the Pawnee Paleface; or, The Old Hunter"s
Secret.
Racing a Flood; or, Arie tta Shooting the
Rapids
and " Pinto Peter"; or, Tl1e Fight of Buckhorn
Rnnch.
Escaping Death; or, Arl etta's Fifty Mile Race.
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or posta,rr stampa by
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~66 West 23d Street
New York City

No, 1. NAPOLEON'S ORACULUl\I AND UREAH
BOOK.-Contninln g the great oracle of human dPstlny,
.also the true meaning of almost any kind ot dre1tm't
together with charms, CPrl'moni!'s and curious games of
cards.
No. 2. JlOW TO DO TRICUS.-ThP great book or
magic and card trl<:"ks, conta ining full Instructions on
all IPa dlng cnrd tricks ot the day. nlso thP most popular
magical Illusions as 1>ertorml'<l hy our lending magkfans; every hoy sho111rl obtain a copy of thls book:.
No. S. HOW TO FLJRT.-ThP arts and wfles of
flirtation nre fully explnined hy this little hook. Beslrles th<' vnrinu~ method• of hnnrlkC'rchfef, fan, glove,
parasol. win<low an(] hat flirtation . it <:"ontnins a full list
or the lang1111gp 11nd J>('ntfmPnt of flowerR .
No. 11. HOW TO HECOME A SCTENTrST.-A userut
nnd ln•tru<:"tiv(' hook, giving a complete treati8t> on
<:"h('mistry: nl•o exoeriments In ncoustic•. mPch11nlc•.
mnth('mRtk•. chPmistry, nnd dir<'ctlons for making flre,,rn rk~. colol'f.. ,l flrPF:, nnrl j?llS bnlloon,:.
No. !I, HOW TO REC1OME ,'\ V"ENTRILOQUTS T.-flv

Hnrry Kl'nnpdy. F.,-.-ry lntPllli:ent boy reading thi'w
book of instructlon• <"Rn mastn the art, ancl cre~t<> IITIT
.11mnunt of fnn for hi·., ~Plf Rnd trl.-nds.
·
No. 10. HOW TO BOX.-Th (' nrt of Sl'lf-defeuSP made
Pasy. Contnh1lng o,·rr thirty Illustration• of guartls,
hlowa-._ nnrl thr rlitr<>rPnt llORitlon• of n goorl hoxpr,
F,ven · hov •houl(t ()htRfn one of the•P usf>ful and in n!'tr~~torR8 it wlll tench yon how to box withNo. lL 'ROlV TO lVRTTE T,OVF.-LF.TTF.RS .-A Tr.Mt
.-nmnlPte llttl<> hook, .-nntlllnlng full 'dirP.-tlons for wrltlni,: lovP-IPttPra, nnd wh"n to u•P thPm. gh·ing l!lll'Cinl<''I

-~~;t~~}''i

Jp,ttPrS for Y" 'l1H? 11nrl oltl .
Nn. 1!1. Ho,v TO no TT; OR, BOO'{ OF F,Tf•
Ql'"F.TTF..-lt i• 1t gr<>nt Jlfp Rl'<'r<'t, and onp that ever:r

)'Otrng nrnn <lealrea to kno,v 111l about. There's hnppfnP•• In it.
No. l!l. now TO RE<'OM"F. RICH.-Thl R ,von(]Prfnl
book flN'RPnta yon with tbP example nnd llfe pxp.-rlPn<'P
nf •nm<> of the most not.Pd and wpalthT mPn In the
·,vorld. For thos<> who n•1>frP to fnmP nnci fortun<'. this
book w111 ,rfV'P yon th.- •ecrPt.
No. 16. BOW TO KEEP A WINDOW GARDEN.Contnlnlni::- full ll1structions for constructing a window
gnrdPn .-ither in town .or country. nnd th!' mo•t RI>·
proved metholls for rni•lng h<>n11tlful flower• nt homl'.
No. n . HOW TO DRESS.-Contnlnl ng full IMtrnctlon In th€' art <if dr<>••ing nn<l Rl)pf'nring well nt hon,,..
and abroad. 1?lvini,: tl1P •<>IPctlons of colors. meterinl,
anf't l1ow tn ha,•<' thrm m~rlP nn.
No. 111.

HOW TO BECOl\lE REAUTJFUL.-On e of

No. 29.

HOW TO BECOlllE AN INVENTOR.-Jl;ver :r

the brightrst nnf't most ,•a lunble little books ever given
to the worl<l . E,·erybody wishes to know how to be·
come b<'a\ttlf•1l. bnth mnlP nnd female.
•

boy should know how Inventions or iginated. This book
t>xplainR them all. giving examples In .-Iectricity, hydrnulics. ·magnPtl•m. opti<'S, pneumatics, mechanics. <'l..
No. so. now TO COOK.-0ne of the most insti:.11cK,,',.
hook• on cooking PYer p11bllshed. It contains · reclr.es
for .-ooklng meats. fish , game, and o;vstcrs; also p es:
pnrldings. C'nke• nn<l all kinds of pascry, and a grana
collPctfon of reclp.-s.
No. ii,. Ho,v TO K"F.EP HOUSE.-It contains lnformntlon for Pverybo<ly. hoys, ·girls, men nn<l women: It
will teach yon ·how to mnke almost nnythlng nro1111d
the housP. sucb ns pnrlor ornaments, make almost nn:vthlng nround thl' house. such as parlor ornamenta.
brackets, CPments, Aeolian harps, and bird lime for
cntcblng hlrds.
No, Sll. HOW TO BECOME YOUR OWN DOCTOR.-

A wonderful book, containing useful nnd practical Ill·
formation In the treatment of ordlnary diseases and
ailments common to every family. Aboundlng ln useful
and efl'<>ctive r eci 1>es for general complalnts.
No. 40. HOW TO MAKE AND SET TRA:PS.-Includlng hints on how to cntch moles. weasels, otter. rat-.
soulrrels nnd birds. Also how to cure skins. CopiouslT
illustrnted.
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